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Ottawa County Times.
HOLLAND, MICHI(MN~ MARCH
’.THE’

—

Grand Haven has tho largest refrig-

^

erator factory in tho world.
M. G. M

ANTING. Editorand Publliher.

NO.

:SL 1S!M.

Oj tho 2nd page will bo found a comtho court house question.

mmicatlonon

FIEROEFLAMES.
ONE OF HOLLAND'S INDUSTRIES
STROYED BY FIRE.

PERSONAL.

I.

Mr. and Mrs. Albert H. Meyer wore
in Grand Rapids Monday.

DE*

Oscar Wilms was at Muskegon and
.Wwaygn this week.
Democrats, turn out and vote on Mon&
Tennsof Subscription,tl .W per year, or II per
Thr I’lurnlx IMnnln* Mill llnrned to th«
daynext,one vote may decide.Vote ear- (iroimil Tik'miIn)’ Evening- I.om I'rolmMr. and Mrs. Simon Sprletsmu visityear If paid In advance.
jr
Advertising Kates made known on Application ly.
ed Grand Rapids Monday.
lily
on th« HiiII<IIiik»ml
rt
Machinery—
Iiimii-i'iI
for
•4,500.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Langerwishwill
Tim Smith who has a run on the rail,t
r#T Entered at the post olllee at Holland spbtd caster with her parents in Grand
One
of
the
fiercest
fires
that
we
have
road a» news agent, visited friends hero
Mich., for transmission through the malls aa
Itaiids.
had
hero
for
a
number
of
years
visited
second-olahHmatter.
this week.
ir
AND
Tie Spring Lake bridge leading to tho city last Tuesday evening. At about
Charles Richardson was in Grand
>f
Grand Haven will probably be ready 5:50 o’clockfire was discovered on tho
Rapids Monday afternoon.
d
for (raffle by April.
second lloor of tho Phoenix Planing
s
Miss
Surah VerSchure left Tuesday
Mill.
Thu
engineer
blow
tho
whistle
Slagh and Smith, tho contractors. are
e
t
A banana plant In u Grand Haven building a residencefor Lawrence Rin- and an alarm was immediately turned morning for a week’s visit with friends
in and was promptly responded to by and relativesin Grand Rapids.
greenhouse will fruit this spring.
generis, one mile east of the city.
tho firemen. When the firemen got
Mr. and Mrs. James Cook of Mdrloy,
The Hope College students played
lt*ac Fairbanks, the nension claim
the llrst game of baseball of the season ageit. has secured an additional pen- there the Humes and smoko wore burst- Mich., arrival lien? Saturday night,
IN
IS
ing from the windows on tho north and Mrs. Cook staying for a week's visit,
last Saturday.
sionforJames M. Conkright.
west sides and, though several streams and ho returning Tuesday morning.
John Vos and Dina Decker have apJohn Smith will soon begin to build were at once turned on, the flames
Miss Kate Steketco of Grand Rapids
plied for a marriage license through a Inii sc near the corner of Seventh and
spread so rapidly on tho second floor visited relatives and friends hero this
justice Isaac Fairbanks.
Land Streets, Slagh & .Smith, builders. that it was soon evident that the buildweek.
The legislature has passed a bill proHang Hang and Sam Wing, two ing could not be saved. The fire spread
W. 7*. Bungs of Grand Rapids was in
hibiting the catching of flsh In Pigeon Ludlngton obinamen who were sen- with amazing rapiditybut this is not
river or lake in tho township of Olive. tenced to doportation are making a to be wondered at, as all the wood work the city this week.
Wm. Elfordink has lot tho contract strong tight in court to remain in tho was as dry as tinder and everything Prof. G. J. Kollen of Hope College
to Jacobus Dyk for building two houses county.
covered with dust, the least spark would left Monday night for the East, taking
It contains 6000 inhabitants, factories employing
on corner of River and Fourteenth Abraham Van Kooi,a few miles north- set a blaze. The firemen worked hero- the route by way of Chicago aud Washwest of the city, was arrested Monday ically and it is due to their hard work ington.
streets.
over 1200 hands, Hope College and excellentPublic
J. W. Bosman was in Fennville last
Rev. A. Roese of Grand Haven will for issault and battery upon Mrs. Ful- that the engine-room and machinery on
Schools, 12 miles of graded and gravelled streets,
preach in tho Gorman Lutheran church ler and her son. The trial will take tlie first floor was mostly all saved. week Monday.
this evening (Still Friday) at 7:30 plate before Justice Fairbanks to-day. There was hardly a breath of air stirMiss Nellie VerSchure spent Tueshandsome blocks and residences, railroads leading
Joseph Clark of the Soldiers’Homo ring, what little breeze there was came day and Wednesday in Grand Rapids.
o’clock.
from the north-west,but if it had been
H. Meengs is seriouslyill. His son, at Grand Rapids, better known as “proD. J. Doornink, tho popular book
everywhere, steamboat lines to Chicago, and everywindy there is no telling where the fire
fessor”,
a
colored
man,
has
been
allowDr. D. Meengs of Muskegon visited
dealer of Grand Rapids, was in the city
ed
apension
of #12 per month, through would have stopped. The flames at one
thing needed to make a first-classtown.
him this week. Mr. Meengs is 72 years
Monday.
tho efforts of Pension Claim Agent time spread to the east of the mill, but
old.
jlohn Nies of Saugatuckwas in town
tins
was
put
out.
Cinders
floated
clear
Of course all sensible people are investing their
L E. Van Drezer tho restaurant man Isaac Fairbanks.
across the park and set fire to the roof Tuesday.
The
Sons
of
Veterans
will
give
a
has two oil paintings which he wishes
of A. J. Clark’s house near the corner
money in real estate in this prosperous city.
Paul A. Steketeespent Sunday at
to raffle. The paintings can be seen at camp-firenext Tuesday evening, April of Market and Twelfth streets,but no
South Haven.
4th, at 7:30 o’clock at the S. of V. hall.
his place.
damage done. After about an hour’s Jacob and John D. Roelofsof Drenthe
A cordial invitationis extended to the
have made sales of Holland City real estate during the past
Slagh & Smith, the hustling con- G. A. R., W. R. C., and Sons of Veter- hard work the fire was under complete were in the city Wednesday on their
controlbut some of the firemen staid
tractors and builders, are going to build
way te Hospers, Iowa, where they exans whether members of the order or
week, as follows :
there till late at night to extinguish
a house on the corner of Seventh and
pect to be employed until next fall.
not.
what blaze there yet was and to preLand streets.
The first number of the West MichiMiss Lena De Kruif of Zeeland spent
House and Lot, First Avenue ............ ...... William Dekker. The Rev. J. W. Ivie of Kalamazoo gan Independentaimeared last week, vent its breaking out again. The cause
of the fire is not definitelyknown, per- a few days this week with Mrs. J. E.
........ C. Essenberg. will hold Easter Services on Sunday Holmes &__________
rand Haven, pubCronin of Gr
Benjamin.
House and Lot, First Avenue ............
morning and evening April 2nd in lishers. The paper promises well and haps due to spontaneouscombustion.
G. Rankans the music dealer is out
The men stopped work at 5:30 and at
......... John Brewer. Grace church.
it will no doubt do active work for the
House and Lot, Bay View Addition ......
that time all was right. The fire start- on a four-week’strip through Western
cause
of
the
People’s
Party.
We
extend
There will be a public auction at the
........ W. A. Holley.
ed on the second floor between the states.
Lot, Post’s Addition, Sixteenth Street.
.
stables of J. Alberti on Ninth street to- our best wishes to the Independent.
sheathing and not in the engine-room Peter Brusse, one of Zeeland’s clomorrow (Saturday) April 1st, at 1 p. m.
James Price, the architect, has com- as might be supposed. Of this Mr. thing merchants, visited friends here
Lot, FourteenthStreet ................... ____ Benjamin Mulder.
Horses, buggies, cutters, harnesses,etc. pleted plans and specifications for a two
Schuurman the owner is certain.A. Monday evening.
Miss Lily Flieman has been engaged story store for Ed Vaupell, the building Bosman the foreman says that when he
Lot, Fourteenth Street .................. ...... M. G. Manting.
in the music store of G. Rankans and to be erected on the vacant lot east of the left the shop everythingwas all right
Goods guaranteed at Souter’s.
T, tv-ii Sircct.
.................. ...............Petrie. sewing machine room of J. C. Brown, Y.M.C.A.building. The plans are accep- on the ground floor. G. J. Schuurman,
JENISON PARK.
where she will be pleased to wait upon ted and will soon be open for bids. Mr. the owner of the shop, estimatedthe
Price also has drawn up plans for a house loss as being at least $6,000, with insur- The ilutelto he KnUrRed mid the firoumL*
all visitors.
ance for #4,500. It is difficultto form a
Improved.
We still have “a few more left” of the most desirable business John Hoekert, the First Ward bar- for Wm. Barnes, of Allegan.
In voting, next Monday, you should correct idea however as long as the inber, is going to build a house between
Luman Jenison of Jenison was in the
Pine and Maple streets, where he has bear in mind one thing, and that is- cast surance agents have not thoroughly ex- city last Saturday on businessconnectand residence lots in the. city of Holland, which are
purchased a house and lot. Slagh and your ballot for men who take an interest amined the property.Mr. Schuurman ed with the summer resort, Jenison
offered on easy terms and at low prices.
in buflding up the city, men who not only has $2,000 insurance through agent P. Park. The plans have been made for
Smith have the contract.
Henry" Luidens, clerk in the First talk improvement,but who are willing H. McBride, viz.: $1.,000 in the North an addition to the hotel 34x84 feet givSEND TO US FOR PLATS, PRICES AND TERMS.
State Bank has let a contract to Slagh to go down into their pockets and contri- British & Mercantile of Edinburgh, ing the house sixty rooms in all. This
& Smith for the erection of a line resi- bute towards starting or helping along .$500 in the Sun Insurance Office of Lon- is to be finished by May. The dock has
improvementsand enterprises.
don, and #500 in the Phoenix of New also been repaired and improved and
If you want to buy, sell or exchange real estate in Holland City, call on dence on the corner of Fourteenth and
R. Irving Latimer, the famous villain York. He has #1,000 insured through everything around the grounds will be
Market Streets, cost 1200.
agent W. C. Walsh in the London^ &
The examinationsat Hope College who was serving at state’s prison at Jack Lancashire of Liverpool and #1,500 put in first-class shape. Mr. Jenison
or write to
son
for
murdering
his
mother,
escaped
will spare neither expense or time to
began yesterday and continue to to-day
through agent H. D. Post, viz.: #1,000
noon. The regular spring vacation Monday night. He gained the confidence in the Springfield Fire & Marine of make the park one of the most attractcommences Monday and the last term of the guard and then drugged them by Springfield, Mass.; and #500 in the ive places on the lake and the o respects
for the season are very good. B.F.De venwill open on Monday, April miiatll placingpoison in their lunch. One of the
of New York. B. L. Scott who dor! of Jenison is the builderof the new
keepers died. Lr timer was re-capturedQueen
.
a. m.
Tu ,4»f aUerooe viUage.Thli-wUl ua- h leased the miU loses considerable addition to the hotel.
Although the Phoenix Planing
.HOLLAND, MICH.,
r |^}y ____
as destroyed ..j
by ...
fire
Tuesday
was^^^wjw------- evening,
— .....o. ’
fe AND BE CONVINCED!
mtuns slave.
W still
®
B. L. Scott tho proprietor is
still offPPoffercarried $000 insurance in the German
(Vhe
Democrats
OT 'Holland Township
Firenifiivermin Common Council.
ing great inducementsin the line of
J. C.
American of New York, P. H. McBride
building material.Call at the office on at tlieir caucus last week nominated the agent, and #200 in the Niagara of New
The work done by the fire department
following ticket: Supervisor, Geo. H.
South River Street.
last Tuesday evening called forth conYork, W. C Walsh agent.
Souter; highway commissioner,Derk
siderable well-merited praise on the
Next Monday the election will take Miedema; clerk, John Westenbroek;
SAD ACCIDENT.
part of the citizens who witnessedthe
place. With proper work on the part treasurer,Philip Heyboer; justice, AnA Young .Man Loses Ills Life While Trying light they made against the disastrous
of the Democrats in securing the atthouy Rosbach; school inspector, Albert
fire at the Phoenix Planing MiU. The
tendance of voters at the polls, Holland
to Drive Across the Swollen Kiver.
Wilterdink; member board of review,
will do its part next Monday towards B. Riksen; constables, P. Heyboer, J.
Last Friday forenoon, Gerrit John boys responded promptly to the alarm
placing Michigan in the column of Meeuwsen, Juke Mellema and Henry Nyhuis started with team and lumber and worked heroically,many of them
were drenched with water and a few
Democratic states.
Hafeekamp. There was a large attend- wagon from Overisel to Zeeland to get
The “Hope” of this week contains a ance. It is a strong ticket and should a load of coal. When near what is who received slight burns. Now there
known as Vyn’s bridge, a few miles is nothing particularlyinviting about
very good engraving of the publisher, be elected.
holding a cold and wet nozzle directed
R. Ranters. This issue will be entered Captain Cummings, of Saugatuck south-eastof the city, he found that the
upon a lire so fierce that it is almost unat the Wor'd’s Fair with the rest of the who commanded Steamer Sauga- high water had overflowed the highway
Michigan papers. The “Hope” was es- tuck and who had a host of friends here, to the depth of three or four feet. The bearable.Neither is it one of the most
pleasant things to get drenching
tablished in 18(56 and to the energy of fell from the hurricanedeck of the place is where Vyn’s mill was formerly
through wet and work for reveral hours
its present publisher can be ascribed steamboat, striking his head on the and there were then two bridges across
sometimeswith wet clothes on. Nor is
its rapid growth during tho past few dock and then fell in the water, at Sau- Black river at that place. One was fiit very amusing to have burning timyears, the circulation now reaching gatkick, yesterday. Death resulted nally discarded and the place filled in
bers or boards fall all over you. But
3,000.
in a short time after the accident. Capt. to the height of about eight feet with
all this, and a great deal more, the firejearth,
so
that
it formed a bank or dam
Cuinmings
was
the
most
popular
and
At a business meeting of the Young
men must undergo. They are supposed
from
shore
to
shore.
Over
this
bank
Prayer Meeting of the First gentlemanly steamboatman who ever
to be ready at all hours of the day or
The ladies of Holland and vicinity having appreciated the sale of People’s
young
Nyhuis
attempted
to
drive
and
Reformed church held Tuesday even- entered this jiort, and his many friends
night, whether it be a bright summer
the past week of
ing the /ollowing officers were elected: in Holland will sorrow at this news of when upon it one of the horses slipped day or at midnightin the midst of a
into
the
water.
Nyhuis
jumped
out
on
President, Henry Geerlings; vice presi- hlsjdeath.
the bank and grabbing the bits of the blinding snowstormwith the therraom.
dent, Miss JosephineCook; secretary,
Y. M, C. A.
struggling
horses he tried to get them etei below zero. The firemen have to
Miss Mary Steffens; treasurer, Henry
Etc., De Jong. * The society lias a good mem- The Y. M. C. A. meeting was attend- on the path again. Horses, wagon and put up with all these hardships.And
what do they get in return? The maged by 131 young men. This is the largbership, and is a strong pillar for the est number of any meeting of the season. man finally went into the river togeth- nificent sum of Jifteend»llan< per year,
er
and
after
struggling
for
some
time
upbuilding of tho church.
Next Sunday afternoon a special Easter Nyhuis perished.The horses swam and sometimes a lunch of cheese and
I have decided to continue this great sale
The Eupsalian Orchestra of Hope sewice will be held. All are invited. ashore. At this time several people crackers and coffee after they have
College gave a concert at the Opera The meeting will open at 4.30 p. m.
were on the shore tumble to help him. worked hard. And we will all have to
LONGER
PRICES ! House last Friday evening. There was The gymnasium is completed and The body of the unfortunate man was admit that there is not much honor in
a good attendanceand every one was much of the apparatus has arrived. It
found Saturday forenoon.He was the the work. Being a fireman is not a powell satisfied with the program. The is expected that it will be opened on
son of Mr. and Mrs. Manus Nyhuis of sition of honor, like mayor or councilmembers of the orchestra plainly dem- Tuesday evening of next week.
Overisel and was 20 years old. The fu- man for instance. Now, would it not
onstrated that they were well drilled.
neral was held in the First Kef. church be better to give the brave firemen a
Hit'll NclioolKiilvrtHliimc’iit.
Also, this being the time of year when the ladies are in need of Henry Jurgens made a great “hit” in
at
Overisel on Tuesday, Rev. A. Van salary of $.'>(>per year insteadof to the
The senior class of the city high
his lluto solo and tho whole programme
council members? It would at least reschool deserve much praise for the suc- den Berg officiating, and was largely
was excellent,better than many musicpay them for the clothes which they
cess of their entertainmentlast Tues- attended.
al troupes travelling around and who
ruin by lightingto save the property of
day evening. Many who postponed
THE LIFE SAVING STATION.
have a reputation. Tho orchestra also
citizens. That they often ruin their
gave an entertainmentat Allegan and buying tickets until Tuesday were dis- The Station Will He Opeiieil To-Morrow clothing is sure, they do not think of
(Sut unlay) Noon.
the Journal of that place speaks in very appointed to find all of the good seats
changing their suits when an alarm is
high terms of it. Saturday evening the taken. The programme as planted last
Capt. Chas. Morton of the Life Sav- sounded, whether he has on his best
orchestra appeared at Fennville.We week was carried out with scarcelya ing Crew at this port took his crew to suit or his overalls and jacket— to the
I will include them in this sale.
brrak. The noveltyof the Peek Sisters
hope the boys will give another enterGrandHaven for examination this week. fire he goes, just us quick as possible.
took well. It was (as had been promtainment in the near future.
They all passed muster and it can Ik* Tuesday evening several of the boys
ised) something new. The “costumes
The play to Ik* given by the Boston were neat but inexpensive” and every- safely said that the crew is composed of had some of their clothes ruined. Dick
Our 75 cent Lace Curtains, only .................60 cents per pair. IdealComicOperaCo.
nextWednesday is thing was Peak. Although many of all good men, men who have hud expe- Van der Haar came very nearly being
Our $1 Lace Curtains, only ......................70 cents per pair. unquestionably the finest entertainmentthe songs sung by the sisters were old. rience in the work and who are not badly burnt by a burning timber which
afraid to go when duty calls, Ik* the in fulling just grazed his head. Fireof tho season and there is no doubt but
yet they were well taken. The twins
men often get into dangerous positions.
Our SI. 25 Lace Curtains, only ..................... SI. 00 per pair. that they will be greeted with a crowd- probably attractedthe greatestamount work full of danger or not.
Angus G. Morrison, one of the crew, Is it not proper that they receive more
ed house. Miss Quez Mecusker is a of attention, probably because only
See our $3.08 Lace Curtains, worth $5.00.
singer endowed naturally with a voice “one of them could hear to read notes.” who was here last season, lias been ap for their work than tho beggerly $15?
pointed keeper at Grand Point AuSau- We are sure that a number ol our city
remarkablefor its strength and purity
Tho solo by Miss Kershner and the
ble near Ludlngtonand Geo. C. Robin- fathers will look at it in this light. It
and it would be difficult to conceive of
song by the class were well rendered,
son formerly at this station, but at Mon- is also certain that good men can be
a more charming exponent of the loveand the recitationsby Clyde Bargelt
tague last year, takes his place The elected for mayor and aldermen who
Gentlemen’sUnlaundried Shirts, worth 75c ..............50 cents. ly but vivaciousGalatea. Robt. S. No- and Editli Kimpton were well received. crew is now composed of Capt. Charles will serve the city well without any
dine as Pygmaleon the sculptor is a
The MistletoeBough was represented
Boys’ Sateen Waists, worth 75c, only ....................65 cents. clever young tenor of the company. H. by four well arranged and expressive Morton, F. E. Johnson,Geo. C. Robin- salary and the compensation might just
W. Wenncrberg is one of tho best tableaux. The were accompaniedby a son, Austin I. Fairbanks, John H. Skin- as well be turned over to the firemen.
known and most popular bassos of the recitation explaining tho scenes. The ner, John H. Smith, Albert Tanner,
Evergreens at Souter’s.
Nicholas J. Whaland. The station will
day, for the last four years he has been
first represented the marriage with the
connected with tho Swedish Male Quar- wedding guests, surrounding the baron bo opened to-morrow at noon.
We wish to announceto the ladies of
CORSETS.— Have just received a splended line of Corsets 40
tette and with them has toured the and baronness. The second represented
Perhaps
you
sometimes
are
in doubt Holland that we have a full sample line
that will he sold this week for .............................t-OC. country from Maine to California. F. the bride entering the trunk in the
of the latest soring dress trimmings
Wooley as Chrysos the Jew will make garret. Tho third representedthe where to go for your wagon hardware?
Remember that John De Kruif at Zee- and kindly ask them before purchasing
you laugh from the time he goes on the
bridegroom,now an old man, with land has all kinds on hand at reasona- to call and examine them.
stage until he leaves it. If you enjoy a
young girls pointing at him. The last ble prices
Mrs. Decker & Miss Frederick.
*
Remember, we are closing out Winter Underwear, Shawls, etc., goml hearty laugh you should bo sure showed him in the garret just finding
Cor. Eighth and Cedar.
I’u MU- Auction*.
to see him. The company have sixteen
thi* necklace of his long lost bride.
at less than cost, to make room for our spring stock.
people including Ferdinand Puehringer
There will Ik a public sale at the
CARD OF THANKS.
Thanks are duo to Mr. Price for his
the author and composerof this opera, assistance in tho tableaux.No smoke place of Mrs. J. De Witt, one mile north
I wish to express my sincere thanks
who acts as musical director.Tho price was present to tantalize the audience. west of Fillmore station on Tuesday,
COATES’ and CLARK’S BEST
per spool... 4 Cents.
to the neighbors and many friends, and
of admission (50c) has been placed as low
April 4th. at 10 a. m.
The net proceeds were #100.
to the West Michigan FurnitureCo.,
as it could possibly be done as the Hose
A
public sale at Johannes Zoet at and employees, for their kind attentions
HOI sk WANTED.
boys are at a very large expense in getBcaverdam, on Tuesday, April 11 at 10 and help
jlp during the
tl
late sickness and
louse wanted to rent by family of
ting such a company here. Reserved
a.
death
of my wife.
seats will open next Tuesday morning IbVeo near the center of town proffered.
Frank Bedell.
Ornamental trees at Souter’s.
80x2242.
City Hotel
Opposite Postoffice. at 9 o'clock at Breyman'sjewelry store.
Published Every Friday, at HollandMichigan.
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new court-house city park, college, churches, and
amount of fifteen residences which add to its val\|*.
The ]>eople of the county vill
thousand dollars, deposited with
the citizens of Grand Haven for said think more than twice before hey
purpose) the sum of twenty-seven part with their valuable court-h use
thousand dollars, and for the repair- square, by vacating the county s>nt.
ing of said jail, the sum of eight A court-houseto be erected in the
thousand dollars, aggregating center of the square, in size, md
in all the sum of thirty-live thous- stateliness,worthy of an enterprising county, free from debt under
and dollars;
“That it is hereby further deter low-rate taxation, with an advancmined and proposed to raise the ing population of 40,000, and a prossaid amount of thirty-fivethousand perous and commanding future, will
dollars by loan, as follows: Ten command every vote but the narthousand dollars, payable on the row-minded.
Voting citizen of Ottawa county,
first day of February, A. D. 1894;
fifteenthousand dollars, payable on think a moment! of the opportuthe erection of

a

(in addition to the

HOLLAND, MtOH., PKIDAY, MAH.

31, IWI.

NEW COURT-HOUSE.
Our Supervisors* having

lively

concern for the welfare of the county, have for several years been impressed with the need of a larger,
more suitableand fire-proof courthouse to meet the wants of the
county, The time arrived when the
county is out of debt and county
taxes the lowest for many years
only two-ninths of one per cent on
last year's total valuation — the
Hoard of Supervisorsconcurred that
now is the favorable time to build a
court-houseto cost the county Sttf),000. A committee was appointed
to consider the matter and report
to the board. This committee concluding that $25,000 would not build
such a court-houseas the wants of
the county demand, held a conference with the mayor, council, and
other citizens of Grand Haven and
invited the city to suggest any plan
looking to a better court-house than
could be built for $35,000.

—

a

well-built
the first day of February, A. D., nity of having
1895; and ten thousand dollars,pay- fire-proof county court-house,by
able on the first day of February, A. paying the comparativepittancelax
of 28 cents on a hundred dollar^ of
D. 1896.”
The questionthus fairly submit- your good fortune, payable say but
10 cents a year for three years;
ted to the legal voters of the county
while the citizen of Grand Haven
at the next April election, was so
favorable to the county at large, will pay for his privilege of living
that it seemed too taking, and so at the county seat $1.50 tax on his
simple to a few astute dwellers in hundred dollars of property.
Furthermore, it is not believed,
the eastern part of the county, who
that any manly and honorable mind
to mix up and defeat the project,
dug up the buried “county seat will go back on the board of superThe committee suggestedthat question,”and propose to put it on visors’ acceptance of Grand Haven 's
donation, by voting against the
notwithstandingtheliberalfounders wheels again, and startingin Almuch needed new court-house for
lendale,
run
it
through
the
townof Grand Haven had made the gift
the
county. The wisdom winch
ships
till
some
genius
turns
up
to
to the county of a court-house square
moves
the voter to be at the polls
and a court-house, which has served solve the problem of subdividingthe
and
cast his vote for the new courtcounty purposes thus far, tbe city county seat problem into the 21 difhouse will be a source of pleasure to
might feel disposed to add to its for- ferent towns and cities of the
himself, and from his descendantsa
mer liberality to insure a court- county.
lasting tribute to his foresight. The
house that should be more convenTo dispel all hopeful imaginings
ill-advisedwho may be lead to cast
ient for judges, lawyers, suitors, of such as can't sec beyond townhis vote against the court-house
jurors, witnesses, other attendants, ship lines, the welfare of the county,
will have for himself and for his foland county officers,and that shall the following taken from the Hollowers an accusing hindsight.
assure safety of county records, land City News of March 18th and
Every thoughtful voter will decourt papers, and titles to land, forcibly put by its able and broadcide that, court-houseor no courtwhich are any hour liable to be de- minded editor, under the heading of
house turns not so much on a pull
stroyed by fire in the present wood- the “New Court-House,” may prove
at the pocket, as upon an appeal to
en fire-trapcourt-house, to the seri- an eye-opener to the purblind of
county businessneeds, citizen pride
ous loss of the people of the county. any locality:
and loyalty to county development.
By but three dissentingvotes in
“That Grand Haven holds the
Were any other inducement needa total vote of 426, tax-payers of the
seat of government is because, as ed to build at their county seat a
city, $15,000 was ordered and paid
compared with all other towns and public structure,that shall reflect
into the treasuryof the county, as
localities, it is still the most accessicredit upon the wisdom and enter.Grand Haven's donation to Ottawa
ble to all parts of the county, and prise of the citizens of the county,
county for the erection of a suitable
as such the least objectionable. And
it would be the patriotic desire to
court-house to cost $42,000, comthis is likely to remain so. All at- combine sentiment with business,
pleted. This total to be made up
tempts in the past to locate the by building in this year of grace, a
thus:
county seat elsewhere, have failed World’s Fair County Memorial, in
Grand Haven's donation ........ $15,000 upon that ground and will continue
the form of a commodious, fireGrand Haven's taxable share of
to do so. But more than this. It proof, and tasteful court-house for
the $27,000, raised by the Co. .$ 3,375
is practically impossible to-day to Ottawa county.
Grand Haven’s total share ...... $18,375 renew any effort in that direction.
“COOPERSVILLE. ”
Total countv share, outside Gn
In order to submit a proposition for
Haven ........ ......
$23,625
The Street LiKhtiug Question.
removal to the electors of the county,
it
must
first
receive
the
affirmaMaking total cost of court-house.$42,000
To the Citizensof Holland:—
Grand Haven would thus pay tive vote of two-thirds of the board The improvement of this city in a
wise and proper manner secures ray apwithin $2,625 of one-half of the of supervisors. The present board proval and my vote, but sometimesthe
whole cost of the $42,000 court- consists of 21 members. And now propositionsof the common council are
house. Thus a tax on the city of laying aside all selfishor local pref- so shaped as to make them very objecits last year’s valuation of $1,185, erences, is it within the reach of any tionable to a person of my financial
views as to city government. It seems
000; of a little over one and one-half rational mind to conceive that out
to me a dishonest act, an abomination
per cent; or strictly,one dollar and of a membershipof twenty-one,four- to saddle on another generation the payfifty-five cents on one hundred dol- teen supervisors will ever consent ment of bonds for an improvement
lars valuation; while the rest of the to locate the county seat upon any which we expect to enjoy from thefivst
and which we are able to pay for, And
county on its last year's valuation other side than the present? This is
especially when all the prinw stock
of $8, '285, 000 will be taxed less than the situationin the year of grace which tho monoy
be ilSfid
three-tenthsof one per cent, or 1893:‘suchit has been in the past, up and becomes as worthless before t^e
first bond is payoble. LA me apply
strictly,twenty-eightcents on one and who is there that does not rethis to the proposal for lighting our
alize
its
permanency?
Hence
it
folhundred dollars valuation, and such
streets to he submitted to a vote of the
tax divided into, and payable in the lows that the plea of locality, citizens on the third of April.
when advanced in opposition to a
Be it granted:
three years of ’94, '95 and ’96.
1. That the idea of lighting the
This proposition to build a court- new court-house,should be ruled
streets by electricity and from a “city
out
as
a
subterfuge.”
house for Ottawa county to cost
plant” is right;
$42,000. — $3,000 less the cost of
It may not be out of place to re2. That the sura of $12,000 as calcuAllegan county court-house — by do- call county history in proof of this lated will secure the needed boon;
3. That the work should be done at
nation and taxation of the city of truism, that “It is one thing to lead
.

mi

W

once.
But now accept a fair criticism on tha
to make him drink.” In 1857 the propositionof the common council:
1. Twelve bonds are to be issued of
board of supervisorswas persuaded
to submit the question of removal of $1,000 each. The first is payable in
1918, and the last in 1929, that is after
the county seat from Grand Haven 25 to 36 years from now;
to the “local center” of Eastman- 2. Before the first bond is paid, the
respectively noted.
ville, but the people voted largely interest will have amounted to nearly
January 4. 1893—
against it. In 1858 the Board was $15,000 and when the last is paid to$18,000. Thus we have a capital of $12,000,
“Resolved, That if at any time, again moved, by the argument of and interest $18,000.
on or before the 7th day of Februa- “geographical center,” to ask for
3. I don’t know just what may hi
ry the citizens of Grand Haven the removal of the county seat from paid for with said $12,000, bull venture
shall have made a cash deposit with Grand Haven to Ottawa Center, but to surmise that the whole apparatus
will invoicevery low, perhaps at nix, in
the county treasurer of Ottawa this was also rejectedby a large

Grand Haven, at a rate more than
five times higher than the rest of
the county shall be taxed, was
cheerfully and promptly met, and
the board of supervisors passed the
following resolutions on the dates

a horse to water, but quite another

What

is

Music House

if Dr. Samuel Pitcher’s prescription for Infants
and Children. It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor
other Narcotic substance. It is a harmless substitute
for Paregoric, Drops. Soothing Syrups, and Castor Oil.
It is Pleasant. Its guarantee is thirty years' use by
Bullions of Mothers. Castoria destroys Worms and allays
feverishness. Castoria prevents vomiting Sour Curd,
cures Diarrhoea and Wind Colic. Castoria relieves
teething troubles, cures constipation and flatulency.
Castoria assimilatesthe food, regulatesthe stomach
and bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep. Castoria is the Children's Panacea— the Mother's Friend.

Castori*

-OF-

H.

MEYER & SON.,
RitkbSt., Holland,Mich.

Prices the Lowest!
SatisfactionGuaranteed!

Terms

to Suit

Purchasers!

OLD PIANOS OR ORGANS TAKEN
IN EXCAANQE.
MUSICAL GOODS OP ALL KINDS.

Castoria.

Castoria.
"Cutoria it an excellent medfclce for children. Mother* have repeatedlytold me of its
good effect upon their children.'*
Da. Q. C. Osoood,
Lowell,Mass.
« Castoria is the best remedy for childrenof
which I am acquainted.I hope the day is not
far distant when mothers will consider the real
interestof their children, and use Castoria instead of the various quack nostrums which are
destroying their loved ones, by forcing

opium,
morphine, soothingsyrup and other hurtful
gents down their throats,thereby sending
them to premature graves."
Da. J. F. Kimchklok,
Conway,Ark.

I

ALL THB BEST MAXES OF

adapted to children that
recommendit as superior to any preacription
“

Castoria

is

so well

Sewing Machines

known to me."

KEPT

E. A. AacHia, M. D.,
Ill So. Oxford St., Brooklyn,N. Y.

IM STOCK.

"Our physiciansin the children's department have spoken highly of their experience in their outside practice with Castoria,
and although we only have among our
medical supplieswhat is known as regular
products, yet we are free to confessthat the
merits of Castoriahas won us to look with
favor upon it."
Unitxd Hospital and Dibpxnbabt,
Boston, Maas.

DO YOU WANT A

Buggy, Road Wagon,
Road Cart,

Allen G. Smith, Pm.,

The Centaur Company, T7 Murray

Bargains!

Street, New York City.

OR VEHICLE OF ANY KIND?
Purchasewhere you can do the besl
and get the best articlefor the least
money. That it just what we are doThis preparationgives quick and ing. If you want a Wagon, light oi
positive relief and frequently effects heavy, see our stock. We are manu-

For Asthma

Foley’s

facturingthem daily and will be pleaded

a cure.

examine our goods. If w«
hand what you want we
Consumption
can make It for you on short notice and
guarantee all work and material.
In its advanced stages, this remedy
We also manufactureSpring or Dewill give comfort and relief from
livery Wagons when desired.
paroxysms of coughing. In its
In connection with the above we are
early stages it will almost invariadoing general Blacksmithing,Horsebly effect a cure. Do not neglect
shoeing, Jobbing and Repairing in
a cold. “Delays are dangerous.”
to have you

Honey
and
Tar
•

••

For

do not have on

wood and metal.

Thanking our patrons for past favors,

For Bronchial Affections

The
Best

risk

life?

Pneumonia and Colds

your patronage.

St.,

Holland,

Jfieft.

RIVER STREET

G. BLOW, SR., Prop’r.

BOTTLED BEER
At the following prices

:

By taking a dose of Foley’s Honey
and Tar after exposureor when you
feel the cold

Medicine
FREE

North River

Thousandsof infants and children
yearly die of membranous croup.
We do not exaggeratewhen we state
that every one of these innocents
could have been saved had Foley’s
Honey and Tar been given them in
time. Pleasantto take. Can you
afford to be without it in your home?

Prevent

Cough

your chikTs

of

JAMES HOLE.

Hoarseness,difficultyin breathing,
etc. This remedy acts like magic.

Why

Warranted

we solicit a share

coming on.

It

may

Quarts, per doz. $1.00

save your life.

Pints,

Sample Bottles of FOLEY’S HONEY AND TAR can be had at agenciesnamed below.

“

“

.50

Single Bottles not Sold

FOLEY’S FAMILY PILLS

Have gained an enviable reputation for all diseases arising from a disordered Liver,
such as Biliousness^ Headache, Chronic Constipation,Lassitude,Dizziness, Jaundice, and Sallow Complexion. A splendiddinner pill to relieve the uncomfortable
feelingafter eating that affects so many; also Sour Stomach and Flatulence.
1918.
county to the amount of $15,000,to majority vote of the people; this
The action of this Pill is mild but effective,withoutgriping or distressing.
Who can show the business— even
be credited by said treasurerto the too was when there were no rail- the common sense of such financeering? A lieautlfnlsonrcnlr albnra containingline lithographic Tiers of the World’sColumbian Expositionwill
per
he sent gratisto those mailingtwo wrappersof Foley’s Family Pills to FOLEY A CO., Chicago.
“Court-HouseBuilding Fund” of roads in' the county, simply new and What is better?
Something like this:
said county, which said fund is here- rough wagon roads, to reach the
Free delivery inside city limits.
1. In fact this is a “stmt improve
FOLEY’S CREAM
by created and established,the county seat. The people with their ment.” If we are to grade and gravel
board of supervisorspledges itself practical sense of the first board of streets, we pay for the work in from Is a delightful toilet article. It removes pimples, blotches, tan and sunburn; it cures
to submit to the voters of the coun- supervisorsof the county, when at four to five years. Even if the taxes chapped hands and lips and makes the skin soft and clear; it is soothingand refresh- First door north of Rosebud Sample
are higher, meantime it is not common ing to use after shaving, as it does not smart like Bay Rum; it is not sticky like Glyty at the’ April election this year, its first meeting April 11th, 1838,
Itooms, River ^troct,Holland, Mich.
to complain.
cerine,nor is it greasy like Vasalineor Cold Cream; it dries almost instantly; is elegthe proposition of raising, by loan, it “Resolved that the courts of the
2. Let the expense of lighting tin antly perfumed. . . We have hundreds of testimonials from people who have used it
the sum of $35,000, $27,000 of county be held at the village of stmts be assessedand paid in about the and are delighted with it. NO LADY SHOULD BE WITHOUT IT. Free Samples.
which amount is to go towards the GrandHaven until further ordered. ” same manner. It can all be honestly
and easily met in either six or eight
building of a new court-house,and
The above remedies are for sale by the following first-classfirms:
Now that the “village” has grown years from 1894 or 1895. We are proud
$8,000 for the contemplated renew- into the city of Grand Haven, and of our streets (for they are paid for) and Di\ F. J. Schouten,
P. Mulder, Graafschap.
al of the jail and its removal to the the D. G, & M. Railroad running would we not he just as proud to see the Van Bree & Son,
J. Meijering, Noordeloos.
E. Rierasma, Borculo.
south-east corner of the court-house through the northern part of the same streets translatedout of darkness A. Purchase, South
into light?
Wm. Karsten.
Begeman & Otto. Bauer,
square.
county, the C. & W. M. railroad
L. M. Wolf, Hudsonville.
3. Hence, is it not our proper course H. Bakker & Son,
February 14, 1893—
running through the southern part to vote down this present bond proposi- Geo. Schichtel,
Henry K. Lanning, Gitehel.
their
“Resolved, That your commits and another railroad soon to be built tion? It is verily a shame to ask the Wm. Borgman, Fillmore
Adam Newell, Burnips Corners.
B. Voorhorst, Overisel.
on buildings, to whom was refern between that and Grand River, mak- citizens of 1918-1929 to pay for our

EXPORT

Quarts,

Holland.
Blendon.
Beaverdam.

HORSES

Zeeland.

Drentho.
Salem.
Centre.

the communicationof the couni
treasurer relative to the deposit

«

$15,000 made by the citizens
Grand Haven for the purpose of

i

new court-house, would respectful
state, that in the opinion of yoi
committee such action fulfillson tl
part of said citizens, the terms
the agreement entered into betwe<
the board and the city of Grand H
ven at its January session last.”
“Further resolved by said boan
that it is deemed necessary and
is hereby proposed to erect a ne
court-house for the use of the cou
ty. on the square now occupied f<
that purpose in the city of Grar
Haven, and also to make sever
needed repairs on the county ji
located on the same premises;
“That the sums of money necr
sary to be raised by the county f
said purposes are hereby determ
i

i

chI to be as follows, to-wit

Towan

lights of 1893. Then ask the common
councilto devise a new plan with every
the people of the county to reach thing as good or better than before, hut Accept no substitutionfrom other dealerswho may attempt to palm off inferier
or worthless concoctions in place of these splendid medicines.
Grand Haven, it does seem certain to be he honestly ours by 1902 like the
that the people will continue to ex- streets themselves and without the ragged tail of these bonds.
press decided preference for a “com-

ing it so

much more convenient for

mercial centre”, for their county
seat. Often times they find it more
easy and cheaper to drop into the
county offices at Grand Haven and
do their business when on their way
by daily steamers to and from Chicago and Milwaukee, so that, take
it all in all, as

Grand Haven

has al-

ways been the choice of the people

Charles Scott.

Children Cry for
Pitcher’s

Castoria.

UNDERTAKING!

Should have
feet
well cared for.
We

have for yeart

Wq

have tbo exclusiveagency in this
!H)d vicinity for Ino sale of the cel-

/0$cd Franco-GermanRheumatic
ifllT. Price 12.00. Money refunded

A SPECIALTY

Excelleat Horses and Carriages and Hearse*, Ab

Caskets and everything necessary.

made

HORSESHOEING
ftye

RbPUmatlsm!

doz. $1.00

owners of

tiptters

vicinity can testify to

m

<m

work.

Special attention also given to
you receive* no benefit,
Give
me
a
call
if
in
need
of
such
service.
We
will
give
you
firstk to see it. Beware of imitations,
lameness and diseasesof the foot
this late
buying 61 uj vou are sure of getting
class service at reasonable prices.
change should be made, nor to what tip genuine. Wo ^ivo a written guarThankful for past patronage, we respectfullysolicit future favors.
other localityof the county it can antee with every ring. Ask for a cirbe placed that could be as conven- cular telling all about them, sent free
©•CHAIRS RENTED FOR FUNERALS AND PARTIES.,®
by mail on request.
ient to them or possibly give such
OtTo Breyman & son,
HORSESHOER and FARRIER
general satisfaction as where it now
Holland, Mich.
is. and where it always ha< been loRiver St., Holland.
To cure your headache go to Martin
cated. Tie* county court-housesquare
A Huizinga for a package of Dr. Davis
Fine watch repairing at K. S. Jones
is a tine location, adjacent to the

they see. at
day, no reason why any

for their county seat,

days

if

R.

J. H.

Anti-FT"!id.*it*h.*
(*'!>••

.

NINTH STREET.

WESTVELD,

_

N1BBELINK

HOLLAND, MICH

’Ip-

/-•••landjeweler.

I

It Should Bt In Every House.
Happiness.— Yellow or Black Jaun’HE INTRODUCTION OF MENTHOL
PROVIDENCE.
If you want to paper your rooms after
dice is at once cured by the use of HuU’h
J. B. Wilson, 1171 Clay St, Sharpsyour spring housoclenningcall on
Superlative, also all blood poison and burg. Pa., says ho will not be without II W*a Utterly Unknown In England Twentkmewhorounderneath tho okjr,
Klomparens and Broewer. Hamilton
all bud results from LuGrlppo. For Dr. King’s Now Discovery for consumpwhile tho BUniinorwinds paaii by,
ty-fiveYear* Ago,
They
have the llnots line of wall paper
sale by Martin & Huixtnga.
F'«1 by sunshine,soil and rain,
tion, coughs and colds, that it cured his
The medicinal use of menthol in China
to be seen anywhere. See their ad.
Biriiwsand grows the ripeninggrain
wife who was threatened with pneuand Japan goes bock into the dateless
Tlat with wheaten bread ahall feed
Common sense touches us to deal fair. monia after an attack of “LuGrlppo,” agea. Isolatedreferences to its applica
Tteo and thine In time of need,
Children Cry for
when various other remedies and sevH. WYKHUYBEN.
while thou tollcst heavy hearted,
tion
in
tho
cast
are
met
with
here
and
eral physicians hud done her no good.
Ai If hope and t hou were parted.
Pitcher’e
Robert Barber, of Cooksport, Pa., there in the records of western travelers
Betno stout hand tho furrows made.
claims Dr. King’s Now Discovery has in those parts, but wo shall probably
Aid the seed within them laid,
Never undersold.H. WYKHUYSEN
done him more good than anything he never know the name of its discovereroi
Aid tunno watchful eyo took care
—I will exchange for other stock—
ever used for lung trouble. Nothing the early history of its introduction.
Lst from out the earth or air
like it. Try it. Free trial bottles at
Wo do not know with absolute cerWeed or winged or creepingcreature
H. Walsh, Holland, and A. Do Kruif, tainty when and by whom menthol crysT< the toll should bring defeature.
Zeeland, drug stores. Largo bottles,
G(d and man tho wheat have tended,
tals were first brought to the notice of
Aid from drought and deluge ’for led.
50c and $1 .00.
Eurojieftn pharmacologists.It is said that
By some river, never still,
Window Similes.
they were used pharmaceuticallyon the
I have nil of tho negntivoa made here by R. I’.
BUnds tho dusty, hurrying mill
IliKKltiHninl F. E. I'ayiicuiiilanyone want.
A largo lot of fine window shades at continentns long ago as the end of the
Tlat shall grind thy grain to flour,
iiiK dupllcatea iirailefrom lliesecan
N. Van Zanten, River st.
last century,but if that statement is capWilting now tho day and hour.
set them at my millery on River St.
Bonewhoroship and train are keeping
able of proof the drug must have fallen
lletMlHelm Cure.
Room for it. While thou art sleeping
Dr. Davis Anti-Headache gives in- into oblivion shortly after its introducTb»y may bring their freight n-nigh thee,
tant relief in all cases of Headache, tion, for it was certainlyutterly unBut thy own will not pass by thee.
prices.
Neuralgia, Rheumatic pains and In- known, oven by repute, to most persons
ALSO AN IMPORTED
Is it well to sigh and fret
Prices.
somnia.For sale by Swift & Martin. 25tf in the drug trade 25 years ago. SomeWhen God's workmen all arc set
where about 1864 a consignmentof the
Ea:h at his own task for thee
X Wonder of the World!
RriiiK In your wife, children,uncle*,
Aid his messengers will bo
drug was receivedin London under the
aunt*,your nater, or somebody el*e'*
Our Native Herb is a purifierof the name of Chinese peppermint oil and
later, and come yourself. We will
Allso fleet and free, transmitting
make you a good picture:
blood. And when that is accomplished
Tnasurofor thy benefiting?
passingly commented upon for its curious
Naught con hinder or evade him—
your diseasesare obliteratedand it will
Bus. earth, seas, he has to aid lilm.
cure the diseases here mentioned or property of solidifying with a fall in the
—IllustratedChristian Weekly.
help you as no other medicine has ever temperature.
To
the
late
John
Mackayof
Edinburgh
done, or money refunded. Such as
Galleryon River Street, over Vlmen*
Jenny Lind’s Temper.
rheumatism, kidney disorders, liver belongs the distinction of first having
A Son'* grocery.
A Boston woman, whoso name is not
complaint, sick and nervous headache, called tho attention of British pharmaneuralgia, dyspepsia, fever and ague, cists to tho valuable properties of men- printed, is reported to have taken singscrofula, female complaints, erysipelas, thol. Mr. Mackay is believed to have ing lessons of Jenny Lind a good many
For full particularsaddress
nervous affections, catarrh and all sy- brought “po-ho oil” with him from years ago and to have found the Swedish
philitic diseases. 200 days treatment
LOCK BOX 20,
Paris, where it was then sold in the nightingalea great scold. Her temper
for $1. For sale by Waldo Palmer,
small, red labeled Chinese bottles famil- at this time was such that she would
FENNVILLE, MICH.
Agent, Sand Lake, Mich., or at the
iar to eastern travelers ns a kind of pro- often fly into a great rage, and her husstore of Boot & Kramer, Holland.
band would have to entice her out of tho
a
prietary article.
Had menthol been an utterly valueless room to soothe her, after which flhn
Picture iiihI ICouiu Motilcluu;*.
come back with affability drawn
We take special pains to turn out
A nice assortmentof picture and medicine it would perhaps have taken would
over her wrath so oppressive in her
first-classwork in this line.
room mouldings. Picture frames made Europe by storm then and reigned for a
season, just long enough to gather a for- courtesy that the student hardly dared
to order at N. Van Zanten, River st.
GIVE ME A CALL!
tune for its first exploiter. But as the to breathe for fear of starting her off
RheumatiamQuickly Cured.
drug happened to have a solid thera- again.
The American confessedthat she spent
Three days is a very short time in peutic value it had to wrestle through
which to cure a bud case of rheumatism; the familiar stages of contumely, ridi- more of her lesson hours crying than
but it can be done, if the proper treat- cule, animosity and unreasoning popu- singing,and added: “Her reprimands
IS MADE A SPECIALTY AT THE
ment is adopted, as will be seen by the
were often personal. She would look at
The time for wood and coal stoves is following from James Lambert of New larity, just like any new creed or reSHOP OF
me
and
ejaculate,
‘Oh,
you
look
so
ugly
former.
almost over, therefore we wish to call Brunswick.111., “I was badly ufllicted
Tho commercialinterestof menthol when you sing!’ It was impossibleto reyour attentionto the superior Gasoline with rheumatism in the hips and legs,
practicallydates from 1878, when an sist apologizing for one’s appearance
when I bought a bottle of ChamberStoves we handle.
English firm in Yokohama made a small when she spoke like that, and that threw
lain’sPain Balm. It cured me in three
days. I am all right to-day and would shipment of it to Londbn, determined her into a new rage.”— Mahogany Tree.
MICH.,
A popular mode of heating buildings insist on every one who is ufllicted with not to rest until they had succeeded in
Drinking the Health.
is by furnaces. If you are building or that terrible diseaseto use Chamber- securing for tho remedy a footing upon
Drinking one’s health is the custom the Sirloin and Other Steaks.
One door east of I. Ver Lee's
are going to build, call on us and get lain’s Pain Balm and get well at once." tho market. After many months their
50 cent bottles for sale by H. Walsh, shipment went back with a note from world over, and the toasts of all nations
Pork Chops and Other Chops.
prices on furnaces. It will be to your
druggist.
Book Store.
tiie agents announcingthat “the stuff” are practically the same. Tho “a votre
advantage. We handle the “Gilt Edge’
sante”
of
the
Frenchman
is
the
same
to
could not be sold there, as no one knew
Boneless Ham and Other Ham.
Paint and Paper,
furnace, the best in the market.
all intents and purposes as the" “alia saJust recived a new lot of these goods. what to do with it. But the Yokohama
lute" of the Italian and the “Your good MUTTON,
Basest patterns in wall paper at N. Van firm persevered,and they reaped their
of all kinds promptly
We make a specialty in Tin and Sheet Zanten, River st.
reward. Four years later menthol crys- health” of the American. But in the
SAUSAGES,
tala„werothe rage of the season, Belling United States we have innumerableexIron work of all kinds and can save you
Mother’* Recomm«ndation.
attended to.
at CO shillings per pound, wholesale,and pressions of good will over the cups—
money on it.
We are acquainted with many moth- carried about in cone shape by all per- such, for instance, as “My regards," DRIED BEEF,
ers in Centreville who would not be
OYSTERS in Bulk
which is eastern;“Here’s how,” which
Step in and see us if you want any of without Chamberlain’sCough Remedy sons with any pretenseto the possession
is
western;
“I
look
tg
des
you,
sir,"
POULTRY,
the above or if in need of anything in in the house for a g«od many times its of a civilized nervous system.— Chemist
with the proper weight
whicli is southern, of “Here’smy pious,"
and Druggist.
the hardware line. Our prices will cost, and are recommending it every
meaning “my pious regards."Other
VEGETABLES.
day. From personalexperience we can
•suit you.
of shoes.
Americanismsare “Good luck,” “I’m
say that it has broken up bad colds for
The Puzzle of "Society.”
Everythmy in Season.
looking
at
you,”
“Here’s
your
eye,"
our children.— Centreville,South Dak.,
Talk about your puzzles— Chinese or
Citizen. 50c bottles for sale by Heber any ofher kind— the greatest, the most “Till we meet again,” “Happy days,"
Walsh, druggist.
complex, the most inexplicable puzzle is “May your shadow never grow less," etc.
all the differentstyles
OUR STANDARD :
“society”—the society that you contin- —New York Tribune.
No better stock in the city.
ually hear about, that hubbies up, that
and shapes.
H. WYKHUYSEN.
Reasonable Prices,
Charges Againsta BHuister.
effervesces, that widens out its own lit“The bitternessof M. Triconpis,"M.
Just Treatment,
tle ripples every now and then into one
giganticwave that washes np from the Deechampsremarks, “his fatal ardor for
NOV. 20. 1892.
and Choice Meats.
Eighth Street, Holland.
depths a sediment that dims the luster work, his tragic and fatigued air, fill the
& WEST MICHIGAN RY. and sparkle and makes one wonder Gftoks With stupefaction. It seems to
TRAINS LEAVE HOLLAND.
where on earth real society is anyway. them Mb conception of life is strange,
A.M. A.M. r.M. I».M. r.M. Now, here is a young man who came to and that he must have learned those
For Grand Rapids *4.55 9.35 2.50 4.25 9.55
JUST WHAT YOU WANT I
ways in morose latitudes where the sun
us with carefully prepared letters of inFor Chicago ........ 9.55 2.08 *12.35u.in.
EIGHTH STREET,
never shines.” When I was in Athens
troductionsocially. He did not consider
The Cheaj)estand Best Fire Kindler
For Muskegon ..... *4.55 9.35 2.50 0.30 9.40
some years ago, the most serious charges
it necessary to push himself. He was let
For Allegan ........ 10.00 3.05
KUITE BROS., Propr’s.
in the World!
against the prime ministerI was able to
For Pentwater ......
0.30
beautifullyalone until accident proved
For Ludington .....
a4.25
seize were the extensivenessof his col- Also proprietorsstrictlycash market on South

For Sale!

Castoria.

CHEAP!

l.

ONE IMPORTED

PHOTOGRAPHS!

PUMPS

English Shire Draft

Of all kinds at very

First Class

reasonable

Work

STALLION.

at

&
Jr
rt
it

Ji-

ff

Reasonable

-THE RENOWNED-

M

CLEVELAND BAY

FRANK BERTSCH.

and Milligan

e

r
1

9
t

FOE SALE CHEAP.

PAINTS

IN

STALLION.

0

1
1

Children's

ALL COLORS
AND GRADES.

PICTURES

Specialty.

»

l

HORSE

GASOLINE

SHOEING

FRANK BERTSCH.

Stoves and Ranges

ECONOMY MARKET

JOHN KAMPS,

KUITE BROS.

ZEELAND,

_

REPAIR-WORK

.

if

HORSES SHOD

yr

WE KEEP

]

ON

HAND

VaOr

CHICAGO

FI KIM!

Economy Market.

WEDDINGS!

4.55

WEDDINGS!

4.55
.4.55
4.55

For Traverse City
For Rig Rapids .....
Charlevoix,I’etoskey
and Ray
4.55
.

him

a4.25
a4.25

a desirable

man

to

know.

River street.

lars and cuffs, which were found an EngAnother man came here recently with
lish exaggeration;his bolt uprightness
no letters— credit or social. He picked
Scientific American
up an acquaintance at a popular hotel. and his habit of speakingwithout gesticTRAINS ARRIVE AT HOLLAND.
THEY WILL NEVER STOP.
a.m. r.M. r.M. r.M. a.m He let drop casually that ho was from ulating—a 1’anglaise,tho Greeks would
Agency for
From Gd Rapids...9.55 2.08 9.35 0.30*12.35
bitterly add.— Westminster Review.
England and was lookingup real estate
From Chicago ...
9.50 2.50
Therefore we must carry a large From Muskegon... 10.00 3.05 2.08 4.35 *12.20 hero in America. This acquaintance,
From Allegan ......
0.00 a.m.
IiiiTt-asing Club M«;inbcri<liJ|i.
who had the entree to society,introstock of
From Ludington
12.35
Members
of a New York club are a
From Traverse
2.08 12.35
duced him to his friends. They invited
From Rig Rapids..
2.08
little shocked at receiving from the club
him
out.
Others
invited
him
in
turn,
Dolly, other trains daily except Sunday.
authorities a circular asking everybody
10.00 and 3.05 train for Allegan connects fbrTo
and he was drawn into society’s vortex.
caveats,
ledo.
to do what he can to increase the club
TRADE MARKS,
Now
they
hear
from
across
the
water
Connections in Union Depot at Grand Rapids
DESIGN PATENTS,
membership. This wholesalemethod of
with the Detroit, Lansing A Northern R. R.
that tho man, with his accent his only
COPYRIGHTS, etc.
Wagner I’alace Sleeping Cars on night trains
soliciting members is esteemed unwise,
For
information
and
free
Handbook write to
recommend,
is
an
imposter.—
Chicago
Into and from Chicago
but it is a small matter comparedwith
MU NX ii CO.. 301 BllOAUWAY, NEW YORK.
Wagner I’alaceRulfet Cars on day trainsto ter Ocean.
Oldest Imreuu for securlnif patents in America.
and from Chicago; 9:55 a. nr train from Hoiadvertisingfor new members, a thing oc- Every patenttaken out by us is broughtbefore
and .has free chair car toChicago.
Suitable for them and all
Metlioda Tor Secret Corroapomlence.
casionally resortedto by the proprietary the public by a notice given free of charge iu tho
Ticketsto all points in the United States and
Canada.
At a trial in France it was shown that clubs of London. Such an advertisement
the chemist Turpin, who is undergoing now running in a London politico literDETROIT, LANSING & NORTHERN.
five years’ imprisonmentfor treason, ary weekly is especiallyaddressed to Largest circulation of any scientificpaper In tho
a.m. i*.m. r.M.
world. SplendidlyIllustrated. No intelligent
Leave Grand Rapids ......7.10 *1.25 5.40 .... made arrangements with a friend to carry members of parliament.—New York Sun.
man should be without It. Weekly, ftJ.OO a
Arrive at Grand Ledge ..... 8 45 2.43 7.15 ....
year; SLGOslx months. Address MfJNN & COon secret correspondence. A letterfrom
tuauaUEUU, a til Jiroadwuy, New York City.
Arriveat Lansing ......... 9.08 3 05 7.47 ...
A Hoy’s Clever Trick.
Arriveat Howell ...........10.02 3.55 8-55 .... the prisoner, giving the necessarydirecArriveat Detroit ........ 11.35 5.30 10.35 .... tions to his friend, was read in court. An
NO FANCY PRICES!
A young boy in Ionia, Mich., wanted
a. m. r. m. r. m.
to attend the theater the other evening,
Leave Grand Rapids ...... ..... 7.20 4.15 ..... official inquiry was made and some inThe oldest establishedjewelry house in Arrive at Howard City ......... 8.50 5.40 ..... terestinginformation supplied by the but ho did not have the necessarymoney.
Arriveat Ed more ............... 9.45 0.25 .....
convicts, from which it was shown that Ho borrowed from one of his companthe city.
ArriveatAlma ....... .......... 10.30 7.10 ....
Arriveat St. Louis ..............10 40 7.37 ..... when private news is to be suppliedto a ions a telegraph messenger's book and
Arrive at Saginaw ...............12.00 9,00 .....
prisoner a formal letter,apparently con- told the doorkeeper that ho had a mes7.10 a. in. train runs through to Detroitwith
taining nothing of importance, is sent. sage for some one in the audience. After
TO
parlor ear scats 25 cents.
1.25 p. m., and 5.40 p. in. run through to Detroit
This, being read by the governor, would gaining admittance ho threw the book any Headacheor Neuralgia,or money refunded
with parlor car seats 25 cents.
WHITE & WHITE, Grand Itaplds,Mich.
bo passed on to the prisoner, who, under- out of a window to the messenger and
Cor. Eighth and Market.
2Bct8. A BOX.
GEO. DE HAVEN,
naturally
enjoyed
the performance.
standing
the
missive,
and
that
it
was
Gen. Passenger Agent,Grand Rapids, Mich
only necessaryto read between the lines
Thu Czarinu’H Tuatv.
writtenin milk, ho could make this per-

Smith’s Indestructable Fire Kindler!

View

is the only kindleryet invented that
has stood the test of actual use, with
steadily increasing sales. Thousands of them have been sold and
are now in constant use, giving the
very best of satisfaction in every instance. It is a genuine useful household article.The object of the kindler is to assist in starting a lire
without the use of shavings, paper,
or any other fine kindling. Agents
are wanted everywhereto sell this

*4.55

.

9.35
...2.08
City,
12.35

’

PRESENTATION

'

ARTICLES

^

ffWtttific gtnmriui

ANNIVERSARY

kindler.You cun

white

'WHITE?

EIVE

KINDLERS, -

Olio

Breyman & Son

New

Stools:

YOU ARE INVITED!
To

call and inspect our

new

I have just received a splendid

Spring-Summer Goods

Glassware,
—IN THE—

Porcelain,

You

&c., &c.,
will find

my

Finest

LINES

&c.

place head-

quarters for the

Goods
at Low

PRICES LOW!

QUALITY GOOD!
Prices.

A.

PAUL A. STEKETEE

HELLENTHAL,

First

Ward Shoe House,

KiKht Street, opp Nottor .V VerSchure.

HOLLAND. MICH

The mooted questionof the cancer prolie Came Out Lveu.
He was a weary faced traveling man ducing qualitiesof tomatoes has been setwho had Imen the victim of every boom tled. It is affirmedon the testimony of
two or three expertsthat this toothsome
towner whom he had met.
He entered the office of a ticket agent and indispensablevegetablehas no such
the other day, and purchasing a through malign tendency and may be eaten with
confidence.
ticket for the cast said:
"I have at least made one good invest-

Crockery,
Lamps, Flower Pots, Bool, Shoe, Slipper

’

$1.00.

ISAAC VERLEE,
AGENT. ZEELAND,MICHIGAN.
The Ottawa County Time* for one year and

GENERAL

one kindlerfor only 11.10.

.

desiring to advance
iu grade,and other*

to become touchers,
. .....
attend the Normal
Dept, of the Grand Rapid* (Mioh.)Busines*College. tor particulars,
addressA. S. PARISH.

rr _

fectly decipherable by

stock of

stock of

It is said that tho czarina of Russia,
rubbing it over
with a dirty finger or an old slipper. An- although employing over 100 seamother ingeniousform of secret correspond- stresses, prefers to make her younger
ence consisted in leaving letters out of children’s dresses herself. When their
words, as if the writer wore illiterate. hats come from tho milliner’s,their royal
Tho emitted letters put togetherformed mother pulls them to pieces and retrims
the requisite words and sentences.—Lon- them to suit her own taste. Fancy the
agony of the little princesses!
don Public Opinion.

CURE

-

Liberal discounts to agents and to
the trade!
SKSD FOR CIRCULARS AND TERMS:

Headache Powders
GUARANTEED

•

ONE KINDLER, By Mail 25 CENTS!

.

.

eonsum-

ers, local agents andf to the trade.

OCCASIONS!

.

sell to

/

Eijfhth Street-

One man may eat half as much again
meet since I have been in this part of
as another simply becausehe has got into
the country.”
tho habit of eating largely. There is no
“How’s that?” asked the sympathetic
doubt tliat almost all of us eat more than
•
is really needful to keep us in a proper
“I came out even," replied the eastern
state of health.
man as he walked toward the door.—

agent.
New York Hef

ald.

Pumps with plungers and pistons were
invented by Morland.an Englishman, in
An Old Jewish Cemetery.
1674; tho double acting pump by De la
The most interestingsight in Prague
Hire, the French academician, some 2u
is the old Jewish cemetery. It is in the
years later.
center of the city, surroundedby thick
walls. There are thousands of ancient
A belt is in use at a large elevatorout
moss covered slabs, some bearing in- wesi which, it is claimed,has a surface
scriptions of great antiquity, which only
speed of nearly 2,800 feet per minute, the
Hebrew scholars can decipher. The cem- drivingpulley being of Hi feet diameter.
etery is unused, but no other Jewish
burial
ground
in Europe
can compare j You may bo pretty certain the man
IvTL'Y
--------- 1~

T

-*•»

with it for age «>r general interest to the > who puts his feet on the upholstered
antiquarian.—CharlestonNews and Cour* | chairs in a Pullman car has no finer up,

i

holitery iu his ow n home.

MARI

& HUIZINGA

(SUCCESSORS TO

P. W.

KANE)

Is the place to get

your

DRTJG-S
PATENT

:

/MEDICINES

Toilet Articles,

School Books,

Perfumes,

Stationery,

Fine Cigars,

Magazines, and Paper

Prescriptions Carefully Compounded by a Registeredand K
perienccd Pharmacist.
Full line of Inside and Outside Paints. Varnishes and Brushes.
Cor. Eighth ami River. Holland. Micli.

MARTIN,

Hl lZINlt

rwo Kisns or

Ottawa County
HOLLA M/, MICH

,

nUUAY, MAR. SI,

A

Bsoclate

.1

IW3.

Pierce s

who want to
made well.

be
It

H. DURAND,
OF FLINT.
For RogenUi of the University—
OF DETROIT.

ROBERT E. BUNKER,
OF MUSKEGON.
or Judge of the Circuit Court

reached the critical
of
“change of life” ; for women expcct20th Judicial District—
iu2 to" become mothers; for mothers
who are nursing and exhausted ; for
HANNIBAL HART,
every woman who is run-down, delicate,
OF ALLEGAN.
For County Commissionerof Schools— or overworked.
For all the disorders,diseases, and
MISS CORA GOODENOW.,
weaknesses of women, “FavoritePreOF BERLIN.
scription” is the only remedy so unfailIf the Democratic juirty has any ing that it can be guaranteed.If K
doesn't benefit or cure, in every case,
clearly defined purpose it is to overthrow the system of tariff robbery, the money will be returned.
which io turn maintains the ReimbliThe great John Wanama-

_______

•

f

hrrthy

turning in our business,
however, applies to that
portion of our stock which
goes over the ground, or,
rather, wheels along the
rails,and those who take
our fast trains to Chicago
and Detroit will bear witness that there is every indication of our appreciation
of the Wanamaker theory.

full

strength, and cast their votes for the

THE PRESIDENT

—'At. Jy.L : '-rfl'Ji.ii.Wi’H '.ifVi.

-AND

«»•

-

"

Presidentby writing commendatory
letters in behalf of persistent applicants for office.

The undersigned has opened

a black-

smith shop in the place formerly occupied by Henry Visser on South River
Street. Horse-shoeing, Job Work, and
repairing promptly attended to at

»11

easonable prices. I will be happy to

meet my friends, acquaintancesand
new customers at my place of business.

L. Visser, Jr.
SOUTH RIVFR STREET,

n«tvain;id to ve-

when you get them.

Register and Vote.

The Boards of

Registrationof this
city will meet at the following places
to-morrow (Saturday) April 1st, 1893,
between the hours of 8 a. m. and 8 p.
m., for the purpose of completing the
list of qualified voters of the several
wards of said city: First Ward— Com-

HOLLAND. MICH.

In Hie World

S/ia//the Countyof Ottawa raise by loan the aggregate turn o/SsS.ooo./orthe purposeof erecting
a nri. court house and repairing the county jail,that
is to say: For the erection of such new courthouse the
sum of $27,000.and for the repairing of the rmnty
jail the sum of $8,000; and shall the bonds of the
county be issued therefor,payable as follows : $10,000
onthe first day of February,A.l).iSq4, $/ 5,000
on the first day of February,A. I). l8q$; and $ to,000 on the first day of February, A. 1). sSqO; all
drawing interest at the rate of not exceeding five
per cent per annum, payable annually i

Every Laundry and

sVou’,therefore,you are hereby notified,in

pursu-

ance of the above and of the statute in such case
made and provided, that at the election to be

Housekeeper
Buys It.

FOR CARPET BUGS

UNEQUALED!

IT IS

It deposits the solutionused for the destructionof the carpet enemy directly

held in the several election districtsof the coun- into the fibre of the carpet without drenching or fading the

on

ty,

the

force the liquid into

MONDAY, APRIL 3, A. D. 1893.
above question of raising the said amount just

the

floor cracks,

same. \ ou can also
and particularlyunder the base boards,

where the butles live and breed.

loan in the manner and for the purpose a* in
. If you apply carbolic solutionfive or six times with the Atomizer thoroughsaid resolution
contained, will be submitted to ly and honestly,during the spring months, and a like number of times during
the vote of the electorsas above set forth: And
the summer, you will not find a carpet bug about your premises.
that at said electioneach voter voting on said
questionshall designatehis vote on the ballot
by a orowB-uinrk in the square opposite the words
"For the Loan" or oppositethe words “Against
by

We

to keep abreast of the
times; that our plans for
comfort and convenience

ORGANS & PIANOS

and speed are properly carrued out, and that all appliances for safety are secured
as soon as they are invented. Would you not prefer
to travel by a line so managed? Try the West Michigan and the Detroit, Lansing & Northern Railways.
Geo. De Haven, G. P. A.

Mes

ing: that at said election the vote shall be by ballot and in manner following,to-wlt: the substanceof Hie question thus submitted shall be*
printedupon a separateballot, and shall be set
forth substantially In form and words as follow*:

Fon the Loan,

ARE YOU PAYING
TOO MUCH FOR

House No. 1; Third— Store of Boot &
Kramer; Fourth— Residenceof R. H.
Hatermahn; Fifth— Residence of Harry

Best

Against Tim Loan,

'keep turning other portions
of our stock too. Our wits
revolve (if it be. true that
wits do revolve)incessantly

mon Council Rooms; Second— Engine

MADE EASY!

--

SPRINKLER

slraq-'ein*-. 'fVrity
piuu ucing (uio/\j train ; a
proper appreciation of the
condition.For it is a condition, and not a theory
that confronts us. as it did
some of the political aspirants a short time. ago. The
wheels do go round. The
velocityis not only stimulated by competition, but
oiled with an ambition to
provide our patrons with
the very best railroad accommodations,and for the
simple, selfishreason that
that’s the best way to get
patrons and to keep them

AND BE CONVINCED!

-

*

purpobcs of sulil loan the bond*
When till house plants and flowers are in doors, suffering from lack of moisI**uedin the sum of one thousand dollar* each, to the uto; rebate amount of
ture, rain, or early morning dew, the Atomizersuppliesthe long-felt want.
thirty-livethousand dollar*, a* hereinabove determined,with the coupon* attached,providing
You can spray upon the plants and directlyinto the flowers, where the moisfor the annual payment of the Interest thereon
whenever the same I* to fall due: wild bond* to ture is wanted without drenching the carpets or other articles near the plants.
he signed by the chairman of the hoard of superYou can throw a mist on the under side of the leaves, just where the insects
visor* and countersignedby the clerk, and to be
neKotlbtcdfrom time to time lu such a manner live and breed, and surely get rid of them, especiallyif a few drops of ammonia
and amount* a* the’ board of supervisor*may
deem expedient and shall dlreet;
or white oil soap are used in the water.
5. That upon the negotiatingof said bond*
the amount of twenty-seventhousand dollars I*
to be placed by the county treasurerupon the
books of hi* olllce to the credit of Hie •‘CourtHouse building Fund," and the amount of eight
thousand dollar* to the credit of the "Jail Unildding Fund," in such installments,from time to
time, a* the board shall direct:
6. That for the authority to make said loan
and issue the bonds therefore,as hereinbefore
determined and proposed,the questionis hereby
submitted to a vote of the elector* of the county
voting thereon ih the several townships, wards,
and election districtsof said county, on Monuay
the Tumi) Day or Afhil, A. D. 18C3, that being
the time for holding the annual towmhlp meet-

Repair Ship.

•lition'

the right to expect tetter things, he
is the victim of good-natured indorse- TURNING
ments and recommendationsof incompetent persons
Persons who are guilty of this sort of
thing are discrediting themselves, for
Mr Cleveland is not a man to be deceived or to forget a particular instance
of too easy good nature or of bad judgment. He has the right to the best advice that his friends can give him. and
no one can be really his friend who will
unload his own annoyances on the

l!d

.. Tli.it for the
4.
of the County lie

•

e

GARDENING

urer:

mortal George,— and therefr-o, hewing to
the
•••nth.Ik?

WINDOW

dayVf February,A.

as true disciplesof the im-

v ^

FOR EVERY DAY IN THE YEAR.

mI’i h, payable on the l!r*t
b. ISW; and
Ten Thouiana Hclla payable on the lint day
of rvviunt/t
ill
February, a. b. iww: alf
nl drawing
---o interest
---- at
the rate of not exceeding live per cent per an• ' ....... * “id •
^Fi/ulTJllma

°

Budge and Toddie should
in person should appearand
ask what makes our “wheels
go wound" so fast, we would

The President is doing his best to select competent men for the oflices which
be filledby persons who are in ac-

Sprinkler

1

SLAGH, Owner,

If

ticket. •

Atomizer

10.22

our power. We cannot turn
all our stock— and indeed
our patrons would not wish
us to-but we do turn a
good portion of it every
day, and rapidly at that, as
most of the travelers in this
region know. The rapid

Only two days more and we have our
spring election. As a rule, interest in
the election centers in the choice of local candidates and too little attention
is given to voting for the state ticket.
The people of the entire state are interested in the choice of a Justice for the
Supreme Court and Regents of the University. There should be a full vote
on the shite ticket. Such a vote will
ensure the success of the Democratic
candidates.Democrats owe it to themselves and to the interestsat stake to

turn out on electionday, in

aUotoinnke«*verat needed wi a'wontbecouiit)
jhII locatedcm the eame premlhea;
Holland. Mich.
2. That tin* Hum* of money ueeeHMiry to be
rained by the comity for wild purpose* arc hereby determined to be «* follow*,to-wlt : rowarda
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS.
the erection of a new courtbouae tin additionto
Cm-Ue Lodge No. !M. Regulareonveitioniithe amount of llfteeu thouiutnddollar*, depoiltevery Friday evening at T:Wo'cloiknt Hull ror. ed with the county tremurer by the cltlrcne of
Klghlb Hint Market Mrcct*. VUitlng Kalghta Grand Haven for said nurpose), the *um of
ahviivb welcome. F. M. UlLLESFli:, c l\
twenty-beventhousanddollar*,and for thenW. A. Holley, K. of R.v s,
pairing Of mill Jail the *mn of eight thouietid
dollar*, aggregatingin all the aum of Hurt) -live
dollar*:
Spring huts are next in order, thoUBand
3. That It 1* hereby further determined and
examine the Kidd & Co.'s stock at Win. proposed to raise the wud iiinountof thirty-live
thousand dollar* by loan, a* follow*:
Drusse & Co., you will save money,
Ttn TkouwHit MUn. payable on the !tr*t day
T.

We

THE STATE TICKET.

'TO

KANTERS BRO'S

1

the season of 1803

ker advertises that one of
the, if not the principleof
success is the rapid turning
of stock.
believe in
that, and follow the theory
to such an extent as is in

JUDGE DUBAND, the Democratic candidate for Justice of the Supreme court,
is one of the most honored and honorable men in the State of Michigan. His
qualifications for the oftlce are unquestioned and unquestionable.

UNJUST

I

<

I'

HENRY A HARMON,

state

I

Fhk art
Thai nl an H.lJnmmM
us follows, viz.:
aeoalonof the Hoard of Supervlaora of Ottawa
builds up, Invigorcounty, held in the city of Grand Haven, ln»ald(
ates, regulates, and Monday, at Zeeland, T. Uomeyn * barn.
County, on February it, A. 1). 1*8. itwaa reTuesday,
at East Saugatuck.
cures.
Wednesday, at Holland, Crescent Plan- Milvedby wi I li iiird:
It's for young
1. That It k deemeil necetu ary ami It I» hereing Mill, west Eighth street.
girls just entering
by protM>He<i to erei'ta new court toouw*forth#
womanhood ; for Thursday. New Holland, Nienhuis Bros. uie of the c ounty, on the wiuar# now occupied
women who have Saturday, Holland, Crescent Plan. Hill. for thiitpurpose In the city of Grand Haven, and

ustlce-Supremo Courtr-

GEOROE

can party.

ELECTION NOTICE.

o’ ITT OF
If MICHIGAN’,
\HCIIIf.W
STATE
County or Ottawa, f
Favorite Prescrip- The well-known Clysdale Stallion, from
tion— those who
the beat blooded French stock,
CLERK'S OFFICE, GRAND HAVEN,
KEBni'AliY23rd, A. D.lflW.
want to be made
formerlybelongingto A.
strong, and those
Hellenthai, will make
TO THE ELECTORS OF OTTAWA CO,-

DEHOCRATJCTICKET.
For

^

WALTER

SIR

wpMtr

need Dr.

PERHAPS WE CAN
HELP YOU OUT
Our Pianos

\
!

are the latest, easy in

Loan,” as he may elect.
In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto

A STITCH IN TIME SAVES NINE!

tne

set

my

Now

hand, the day and year iirst above given.
GEORGE D. TURNER,
Clerk of the Hoard of Supervisors,
or Ottawa County.

magnificent finish and

is

the time to look over your

wagons and set the tires. Three

Jn

quarts of Linseed Oil will set four

action, full rich tone,

Y. P. ©. C. E. at Benton Harbor.

\p)

Parks.
For the annual convention of this soIf you have become of age or a resifair in price.
ciety to be held at Benton Harbor on
dent of your present ward since the last
April 5th and 6th. the C. & W. M. and
general registrationof last fall, it is
D. L. & N. R’ys will sell excursion ticknecessary for you to register in order
Have you found it out that in the
ets at one and one-third fare for the
to vote. " There is a general tendency
SEVEN-OCTAVEUPRIGHT
round trip, on April 4th and 5th. good
to apathy at electionswhich follow so clothing store of L. Henderson you find
reliable goods at a very low price? If
to return April 7th.
closely upon the heels of a national
Geo. DeHaven, G. P. A.
election: but there are urgent reasons not, call and see.
C. A. Stevensonthe Jeweler cordialfor a full expression of the popular will
at the coming election. For the vari- ly invites buyers to inspect his stock
THE LATEST
BEST!
LOCAL MARKETS.
ous city offices that are to be filled, the before buying elsewhere. He has the
Prices Paid to Farmers.
Democracy has made strong and wor- largest and best assortment of watches, Looks like a piano and comes very
PRODUE.
thy nominations.They are mostly all clocks, jewelry and silverware in the
near to it in action.
Butter, per lb ...................................23
thorough business men who have the city.
Eggs, per doz .................................
M
interests of the city at heart and their
Dried Apples,per lb ......................... 08
A superb fitting suit made to order
G-.
Potatoes, per bu ..................... 65 to 60
election will be the verdict of public from the latest patterns and best wearBeans, per bu ..........................1.2itoH0
approval. The nominations are all of ing material at lowest prices at Bosnian
Y. M. C. A. Block, Eighth Street, Holland.
Beans, hand picked,perbu ............1.60 to 1.60
a high character and should not only Bros., Eighth street.
Address,Holland,Coopersvllleor Grand Rapids.
command the support of the full party
GRAIN.
strength,but draw largelyupon the diWheat, perbu. new ...........................6t
MORTGAGE SALE.
vided ranks of the opposition. In view
perbu. mixed ...........36. white .......38
TAEFAULT having been made in the condi- Oats,
perbu ...... .............................45
of these facts the Democracy of the city
yj t ons of a mortgage given by Henry Keen- Corn,
Barley, per 100 ...............................1.00
should make a united effort for the sucBuckwheat, perbu .............................60
cess of their ticket. This should be
Rye, per bu ....................................50
1867, imd which mortgage was recorded on the
Clover Seed, per bu ...........................7.50
done all along the line. The principles
Eleventh day of May A. b. 1807,in liber K of
Timothy seed, perbu. (to consumers) ....... 2.50
of the party have received the indorseMortgages,on page 210, in the otliceof the regisBEEF, PORK, ETC.
ter of deeds of Ottawa County,Michigan, by
ment of the country and Michigan
Hams, smoked, per lb ....................00 to .12
which the power to sell in said mortgage ha* beShoulders,
smoked,
per lb ............... 00 to .10
should join her sister states of the great
come operative, on which mortgage theroi* Chickens,dressed,per
lb ................ 00 to .10
north-westin condemning the party
claimed to he due at the date of this notice the
Chickens,
live, per lb ................... 00 to .07
sum of Eleven HundredDollar*, and no *uit or
which has so long ruled in the interest
Turkey,
dressed, per lb ..................
to 12*4
proceeding at law having been institutedto reof wealth and favored classes.The discover the debt remaining secured by Bald mort- Turkey, live, per lb ..................... ... to 10
07
graceful and disappointing course of
L'tme. or any part thereof,which debt c almed Tallow, per lb .............................
•••••13
duo is tho principal sum and interest thereon Lard, peril) ...........................
the present Legislature should lead to

wheels of

a,

lumberwagon.

All the above articles and every-

The LEHR & CO.

thing needed in the hardware line

can be bought at any time from

PIANO-ORGAN.

the firm of

AND

KANTERS BROS,

RANKANS,

GENERAL HARDWARE,
HOLLAND, MICH.

:

BUILDING

WHAT

MATERIALS
-AT-

the condemnation of those machine
politicianswho have manipulated it.
and who assume the controlof the Republican part’ in this state. The Democrats have placed the best candidates
before the people, unu a united effort

SCOTT'S

will assure their election. Democrats,

you are not registered,be sure and
attend to it to-morrow and be sure to go
and vote next
,
if

Monday.

GAVE HIMSELF

LUMBER YARD.

from Slay Sixth.
Notice la, therefore, herosixth, 1880:
1>
said power 01
by given that
inni by
oy virtueof
ui sun*
aiid the statute in such case made twid provided,
said mortgagewill bo foreclosed by sale at
public vendue of the mortgaged premises thorein described, u* follows: Lots numbered nine
(01 and ten (10) in Block thirty-eight (38) in the
city of Holland,county of Ottawa, State of Michigan, said sale to take place at the front door of
tne courthouse of said Ottawa county,at Grand
Haven, Michigan, ou the t
Eighth Day of May *. D, lb«3,
at eleven o'clockforenoon of said day.topaythe
sum due on said mortgagewith interest and
bated February 8th. 1893. feb 10-18W

UP.

An Escaped Convict ltd urns of ill* Own Accord to Serve Out His Term.

Wm. Hawley, convicted of

J.

on

and who escaped July 24, 1884, voluntarily surrendered himselfto the prison
authoritiesat. Ionia last Saturday. During his eight years as a fugitive he has

,

to

consumers.

Dry Beach, per cord .........................2.00
Dry Hard Maple, per cord ...................2.00
Green Beach per cord ........................1.60
Hurd Coal, per ton ............................
7.50
Soft Goal, per

ton

V

;t

FLOUR AND FEED.
Price to

consumers

of dollars one spends for
clothing is important — style, fit
and quality are more

so.

A

ton.

Spring Overcoat

•

JANE COOPER

and

DANIEL COOPER,

CJTATEOF MICHIGAN, County

make

HOLLAND, MICH.

summer
your

and you

Probate.

To the Hollanders

We

UI

LIGHT SPRING OVERCOATS.

BOSMAN BROS.

You

THE WORLDS

A

i

H

WM.

|
on;
1

civilized

The number

Hay, per ton.t imothy .................8.50 to 10 00
Flour, “Sunlight,"patent, per barrel ........ 4.60
Flour* " Daisy,"straight, per barrel ..........4.00
Ground Feed, 1.10 per hundred, 21 00 per ton.
Com Meal, unbolted,1,05 per hundred, 20.00 per

HUN DERM

<

Board,

I

great deal in this

age.

Will cover up the half worn out winter
of Ottawa: **.
At a session of the Probate Court for the
suit and
you presentableuntil
county of Ottawa, holdcn at the probate olllce
In pursuance and by virtue of a decree of the
in the city of Grand Haven, in said county,on
circuit court for the county of Ottawa, In Chantime,
needn’t drag
Wednesday,the Eighth day of March, in the
cery, made in the above entitledcause, on the
year one thousandeight hundred and ninetythirtieth day of November A. D. 1892, Notlceis
mid-winter storm-coat around
hereby given, that on the
present, JOHN V. H. GOODRICH, Judge of
Eighth Day of April A. D. i8q3.
all through the Spring months.
, „
In the matter of the eatateofGeesje \ isser.deat eleven o clock forenoon of said day at the
ceased.
On
reading
and
tiling
the
petition,
duly
front door of the Ottawa County courthouse,in
have a nice line of
verified, of Isaac Fairbanks,executor mimed in
the
U1C city
CUJ of Grand Haven,
Mill VII, Michigan,I, the subBcrlber, a circuit court commissioner, In and for said will, praying for the probate of an Instrusaid county, shall sell at publicauction, to the ment in writing, filed in this court purportingto
Of Holland City and Vicinity.
highest bidder, the lands and tenements .de- be the last will and testament of Geesje Visser
scribedin said decree, being. All those certain deceased,and for bis appointmentus executor
pieces or parcels of land situate in the town of thereof.
can secure rooms, without Talmadge, county of Ottawa, and stale of Michi- Thereuponit is Ordered,that Friday,the Four
gan and describedas follow s, to-wlt: The east teenth day of April next at II o'clock In the foreof the southwest quarter and all of the noon, be assignedfor the hearing of said petiboard, in a private family during half
southeastquarterof section twenty-two(22)
town tion, and that the heirs at law of said deceased,
seven (7) north of range numbered thirteen (13) and all other persons Interestedin said estate
Have you found it out that at the
FAIR.
splendid line of full and winter
west (excepteighteen (18) acresoutofthesouth- are requiredto appear at a session of said Court,
east corner of said southeastsection twenty-tw-o then to beholden at the Probate Otlicein the overcoats at bottom figures at the mer- , clothing store of L. Henderson you find
describedns follows:Commencingat the south- city of Grand Haven, In said County, and show
chant tailors Bosnian Bros., Eighth St. reliable goods at a very low price?
east corner of said section twenty-two,thence cause. If any there be, why the prayer of the penot, call and see.
west thirty-six CIO) rods, thence north parallel titioner should not be grunted : And it is further
with the east line of said sectiontwenty-two Ordered,That said petitioner give notice to the
G.
A N S.
Ijokker
&
Rutgers
are
closing
out
a
persons
interested
(u
said
estate,
of
the
pendency
<22i eightyrods, thence east thirty-six (36) rods
K. 8. Jones can repair your watch,
• ction line, thence south on said sectionline of said petition, and the hearing thereof,by lot of good shoes tx-low cost. Bargains
clock and jewelry in line shape. He is
Rooms, with
per day. eighty (80) rods to the pluee of beginning),said causliig n copy of this order to U* published in
in footwear.
locatedat Zee.und on main street.
Cocstv Tinkh.
i «
n u,
newspaper
n|,
printed
mv..
land containingaccording to Governmentsur the Ottawa ..mi.ii
vey. two hundred and twenty two (222) acres of and circulatedIn *nid county of i ittawa for three
„
Have
you
found
it
out
that
at
the
successiveweeks previousto said dny of hearing
land, more or
JOHN C. POST,
Great bargains in shawls, cloak*,
(A true copy. Attest,
Circuit ( onrt • ’ommissloner,
clothing store of E. Hendersonyou find
Wm. G. Hi ndkiiman.
JOHN \ I! GOOliHB II
Ottawa county. Michigan.
reliable go**!- «i u vi-ry !ou- priei.> !f jacket., and all winter good* at Notier
.Misr.nl' (iooiikk
-lougeo! ito'imhFA LI. ASS .V S\V \KTHOt T.
CoUIltv. m.
*Y Y-uSehure.
not, call and
I'roliMii- < ierk
s-lMn
i

wagon.

them.

Counts

............................
4.00

Defendant*.

at Souter’s.

Are you in need of a lumber
expresn wagon, freight wayon or heavy
Miu-injr wagon? Call at John IV Kruif.
/kdand. he can save you money

WEARS

WOOD AND COAL.

Corn Meal, bolted 3.20 per barrel.
State of Michigan— The CircuitCourt for the Middlings,.95 per hundred, 17.00per ton.
Bran .90 per hundred, 16.00 y>er ton.
County
of
Ottawa—
In
Chancery.
River Street, Oppositeold
LlnseedMeal1.40 per hundred.
ISAAC B. BRISTOL, Complainant,

Phoenix Planing Mill,

________
held many good positions throughout
Montana, Utah, Colorado, and Oregon.
Four weeks ago he returned to his wife
and five children but the fear of being
apprehended,together with his love
for his family, so preyed upon his mind
that he determined to return and serve
out his sentence and become a peaceful
and law-abiding citizen.
Mr. Hawley• u
is forty-eightyears old
and bears evidence of having experienced much trouble and anxiety. His
family lives in Eastman ville, sixteen
miles from Grand Kapyls and he also
claims to be highly connected in other
parts of the county. He has been set
at work and unless the law intercedes
will serve his unexpiredsentence of
about two years.
it's

Attorney.

CHHNCERY SALE.

larceny in

this county Nov. 12. 1883, and sentenced
to the Ionia reformatory for three years Office

Remember

PHILIP JACOB BAUERELE,
C. POST,
Mortgagee.

Beef, dressed, per II) ..................... 35 to .06
Pork, dressed,per lb ..................
8 to 8)4
Mutton, dressed,per lb .................... to 08
Veal, per lb ............................. 05 to .06

Price

MAN

A

.

»»

lea#.

i

},urv,.y

ii

,

.

, •

CORRESPONDENCE.

Hnrklrn'R Arnl('»Hiklv*.

The Bo«t Salve

in the world for

Highest of

all in

—

Leavening Power.

Latest U. S. Gov’t Report

cuU,

Iruiwoe, Sores, Ulcers. Salt Rheum,
i’ever Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands,

OTTAWA COUNTY.
WEST OLIVE.

Chilblains, Corns, and all Skin hrup*
tloni, and positively cures Piles, or no
phy required. Its is guaranteed to
Ive perfect satisfaction,
or money rounded. Price 25 cents per box. For
,le by H. Walsh, Holland, and A. De
full Zeeland. ______

.loe Peek has purchasedthe house of
Mr. Davidson, and moved it on to the
lot next to his store, ho will fit it up for

a residenceat once.
Miss Bello Conklin spent last week
with Nova Jacques.
Nellie O'Brien returned home from
Grand Rapids last Saturday.
If you arc troubled with Rhoumatlai
Mrs. Novius of Grand Rapids is visitt will pay you to yet one of these Franing her son George and wife.
co-Gcrman Rings. It costs but $2.00
and is sold under a guarantee to refund
JKNISON.
the money if no benefit is received withMiss Florence Pratt is hero spending
n 30 days. These rings are sold only her Easter vacation with her mother.
by Otto Breyman & Son. Ask for a She is attending the Ionia high school.
j tawa county will agree with us that poll*
ALLEGAN COUNTY.
circulardescribing them.
i tics should not mix
with our public
Mr. Williams and wife have moved
OVERISEL.
into the house of Wm. Lark. Mr. WilLast Saturday
lay the
__ -----invalid son of : schoolsand by electing Miss Goodenow
liams is the head blacksmith of the John Vellink died at the age of about it will remove us far us possible under
Jenison Manufacturing company
20 years. The young man was unable the present law of electing a county
Mrs. Strahn of Grand Rapids has to speak or waltc. The funeral was held commissioner, politicsfrom our schools.
When Baby was s!ck, we gave her Castoria.
We appeal to each and every fair-mindbeen spending a few days with her sis- Wednesday.
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria.
ter Mrs. Douglas Jenison.
Old mother Kollen celebratedthe an- ed citizen of any political party, nationMrs. G. C. Jones was taken seriously niversary of her DOth birthday Tuesday. ality or creed to consider this matter
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
prosWhen she had Children, she gave them Castoria. ill last Sunday with neuralgia of the Taking into consideration her age, her well and to cast his ballot for the
perity, welfare and elevation of the
heart. Great fears were entertained health and memory is good.
for her recovery but through the cure
Hein Brinkman our blacksmith has schoolsof our county. A CITIZEN.
and close attention given her by Dr. L bought a fine Jersey heifer and calf.
Small fruit plants at Souter's.
Weston she was resting comfortably
The sad death of Gerrit Jan Nyhuis
Teeth extracted without pain by the by midnight and is on the road to re- who was drowned at Vyn's bridge last Hon. (ico. r. lUrliurdHon on the List uaConadministration of vitalizedair at the covery.
Friday, while attemptingto cross the
greumaa-Klect.
Central Dental Parlors.
A number of our town people are go- river, Is a heavy blow to the parentsand
Washington,March 23.— Clerk Kerr
ing to Grand Rapids to attend Easter friends. He was a young
vouinr man,
man. well (jf tjlu House ’of Representatives this
services next Sunday.
liked, and the large attendance at the uftA.,.noonfjie(] hi8 list of the membersfuneral showed the general respect In dect (>r the Fifty-Third Congress with
COOPEHSV1LLE.
.. ------ .
Sergeant-at-Arms
Yoder, The list of
The State TeachersInstitutefor Ot- which he was
Miss Jennie Kollen has closed her course containsthe name of George F.
tawa County in session at Cooper eville
school for two weeks on account of the Richardson as member-elect of the Fifth
this week is being very well attended,
district of Michigan. There lias been
H. KREMEPiR, M. D., Prop’r.
there being about one hundred and measels.
The family of J. H. Albers have the no real doubt at any time about the actwenty five teachers present,under the
-Art'Ll. LIS b ortion the clerk would take in the matr
management of Prof.McKennyofOlivet, measels.
Miss Maggie
Kollen is enjoyinga . ter, although there have been persistassistedby Miss Cuddeback of Grand
Pure Drugs, Chemicals, Soaps, Rapids, and Prof. Church of Cadulae. eek s
i ent claims on the part of the friends of
A prominent merchant of
.eS!.man charle8 E. Belknap
Prof. McKenny gives instructionsin
Perfumery, Toilet Articles, &c.
Grammar and United States History. ing town, while out to a social last week that t£e seeon(1 certificateissued by
Miss Cuddebackteaches the Fundamen- thought he would accompany ®ne . ^f tRe Republicanstate canvassing board
ALSO A BULL LINE Of
tal Principalsof teaching,and she docs the girls home, and then return for his on tjic Republican recount in Kent and
wife. During his absence his wife _____ :„:Ai
...... ..
T..«i0 ,..o..in Vu.
it well. Mr. Church has Civil GovernImported and Domestic Cigars.
ment, Physiology Geographyand School
one of the bojs. Now, you ar(json-s narae on ti)e roll in accordance
H. Kbbmebs, M. D., keeps his officeat the store Organization.The teacherspresent
should have known that you ^uld iiot whh lawand precedent when tne offiappear
to
be
in
full
sympathy
with
the
where calls will be received aud promptly at
get the start of your wife in that way. cial certificate was received from the
instructors and will undoubtedly receive
(ended
•
old state canvassing board and the name
a
great
benefit
from
the
week
spent
County CoillllliftKlOlUT of Schools.
Office hours,8 to 9 A. M., and 3 to 5 P. M
lias remained on the list ever since.
here.
As
the
time
draws
near
for
the
peoMr. Richardson's certificate which is
County CommissionerLillie was not
ple of Ottawa county to decide by their preciselylike that of his 344 associates
present when Prof. Church told the
teachersthey should either not use ballots who shall be their county com- in the next House lias received official
iDacco or
missioncr of schoolsfor the coming term recognition and on the first of the
tobacco
or noi
not icucn
teach children.
H„s the Cou tf ty CummiKloner visHetl o two
v.wv
w
----every l^h- inOHLU
lie Wwill draw
_
month he
$417 as his first
your school this year? No, but he will
by anu by.
}n,r bourds’caL pay
tor the salI hope Miss Goodenow will be elected nominees will do the most
schoolsof Ottawa county in the \\a\ of va^jon 0f which they have struggled so
is the remark of the teachersgenerally.
I want to call your attention to the deWhy? Because she will give the schools
licious fruit which we are selling.
her attention and the benefit of her
present to the minds of candid think aithough there is some question as to
Oranges from Sunny Florida! experience.
ing men and women of Ottawa county i
^ do ^ as the time [01. filing

____

ABSOLUTELY PURE

Wm. Brusse

held.

The! Hatters.

,

WE HAVE BOJIUHT KIDD

& CO.'S STOCK

,

Central Drug Store.

OF

,vacation.

an

c

,
{

.....

HATS,

CAPS, *

•>

-

AT

AND

to.

GLOVES

-

on

cuuureu.

A BARGAIN!
These goods are

all

new and

PLEASE.

of the latest

shapes, including all the novelties
for the

suggestions:

ttfc

. ^
.
b

- -

‘

«

!

j

W

Bakij

—

;

, --

Mr. Lillie has been in the habit of ask--ing the chairman of the several town- 1 Sold ’cheap at Souter's.
Chicago last Friday.
ship boards of school inspectorsto visit ; Haye you found it out that at the
Holland, Mich
Eighth Street.
Nellie Blank of Benton Harbor is the schools in their respectivetown- ci0thing store of L. Henderson you find
again at her work as trimmer in the ships and report to him, and he also rdiul)1(/ iroods at a very low price? If
suggests that they charge the same to not (.,l,1 “nd 8ee.
millinerystore of Fox & Fisher.
All Colors !
Kate Den Herder who has been visitHave you round it out that at the
ing her parents for a week, lias again
returned to Kalamazoo to resume her his work tor hue and charge the work j dotting store of L. Hendersonyou find
to their townships, while lie whose le- i reliable goods at a very low price.- If
studies at Mt. Holyoke seminary.
full
A. Barense has moved his family in- gal duty it is to personally visit that ; noh call and see.
8PLENJJJD ROASTS!
school sits in his office or superintends A large stock of elegant piece goods
to town.
L. Spoelman lias sold his house here the work on his farm and draws the sal- just received at the merchant tailoring
for the
JUICY STEAKS!
ary which he has nut earned of $1,000 a establishment of Busman Bros., Eighth
and removed to the farm.
MILES OF SAUSAGE! Miss Trix Bosch of Buss River is vis- yoor. During the past year Mr. Lillie street.
iting at C. J. Den Herder’s.
visited the school in district No. 2
No hi rh p,.iceti on lhe ii8t. Why not
Everythingbelonging to a first-class Miss Etta Bosch of Grand Rapids vis- Wright township. His yis.t lasted dm- ,ave V0U1. ,uoney and buy at
ited atC. J. Den Herder last Sunday.
ing the period of not to exceed
jj Wykhuysen.
!
meat market, at
A Democratic caucus was held at Zee- whole minutes and occurredduring an
land Wednesday evening at which the intermission. In the village school of j Have you found it out that at the
following nominationswere made for Robinson township Mr. Lillie has not clothing store of L. Hendersonyou find
reliable goods at a very low price? If
township officers:Supervisor, Arend visited at
A majority of the teachers of Ottawa not, call and see.
Jan Bolt: Clerk, Tennis Van Eenenaam;
Treasurer, Cornelius Ver Hulst; High- county have a strong aversion of Mr. | A nicc ,ine ciotuing just arrived
RIVER STREET.
way Commissioner, Jan Bowens; Drain Lillie on account of bis overbearing and at Legjjej.& Kut ,e„ a’11(j somt, great
Commissioner,Sjoert Beekins; School dogmaticaldispositionPerhaps this
ius t.an be had it you come soon,
Inspector,Nelson Stanton. The ticket is why he has neglected and shirked "
Glutenmealand ground oil cake for
is a strong one and every Democrat in his duties of visiting schools. We posithe township should give it a hearty tively do know that when this aversion cows, only $1.25 per 100 at K loin parens
support. Good, hard work, to-gethcr is formed the power of the commissi m- A Brouwer, Hamilton.
and we will elect the ticket.
ur to instruct and elevate is so curtailed
Just received a new lot of slices at
that it altogether fails to exist. Is Mr.
Lokker & Rutgers in the Notier & YerWEIGHT !
FOREST GROVE,
Lillie an educator in the true sense of
Spring is here with fruit trees in good the word? Or is he an officeseeker for Schure block.
Hy using Dr. Edison’sFamou
condition. They have stood the win- the Xemoluments
M
1'- 11
l
Have
»
Alfc » V- j
you found it out thatV at
w the
***»•
of the
officeonly. It
I'll la and Danas tnul Obfslt
ter’s severity aud promise abundantly. is rumored that Mr. Lillie has said that clothing store of L. Hendersonyou find
Fruit Suit: it will reduce Jrou
— weight without dieting;pej Mr. G. Avery who spent a couple of he could do all the business connected reliable goods at a very low price? if
inaneutlyremoves the causes of obCsity; suen a
weeks as juror in the U. S. District wit h the office in 00 days time and that not, call and see.
dyspepsia, rheumatism, uervouihtss. caUrrh.
kldncv troubles,and keeps you healthy, and court held at Grand Rapids has re- lie is putting in scarcely that. From
If you save 25 jiercent on your spring
beautifies the complexion.
turned.
what we know we think rumor might
DR. EDISON’S OBESITY FRUIT SALT
The JamestownCreamery is the name have been far wider of the mark than hat, remember it is a day or a half day's
pay that you save, buy the Kidd & Co.
A fruit laxative. Contains all the valuablesa- of the new factory that will be put up
it has.
line constituents
of Ripe Fruit; is cEfervQJCfJit,
Hat.
one half mile west and one mile north
The other candidate Miss Cora M.
tastessweet.likesoda,
and helps you to grow t
of this town. Our grocers will have to Goodenow also of Tallmadge,is far the
Price, fl per bottle at ourstores,
or of Urugg
We have a few more line Jackets that
Measurements for the band
pay more for their butter as creamery superior of Mr. Lillie as an educator, we are closing out at cost.
's the largest part of the abdobutter always brings a better figure.
Notier & VerSchure.
men. The bands cost fri.ftO
having up to the present time made edMr. D. Sweet who has been quite con- ucation a life work as an educator.
each for any length up to 3d
Always looking out for the interest
inches,
but
for
one
larger
thou
We have secured the services of a
fined to his home during the greater While acting as a member of the board
of their customers. Wm. Brusse & Co.
36 inches add ten cents extra
part of the winter lias again been seen of county examiners for the term of two
for each additionalinch. You
have bought the Kidd & Co. stock of
about just a hearty as ever.
can buy the salt, pills, aud
years and also as an instructor of the
first-class turner and are now
bands direct from ourstores or by
b mall and ex
Mr. and Mrs. A. Ruis and Mr. and summer normal fa school for teachers) hats and are go’ng to give their custopress. Or your druggist will furnish them.
mers the inside rock bottom prices for
Mrs. H. Klooster have left for the north at Holland, has met the teachers of OtPills,11.50 per bottle, or 3 bottles for M.00.
30 days.
intending to make them a home in the tawa county and bv her ability as an
prepared to do all kinds
neighborhood
of Charlevoix; may good
LORING & C0„
educator and lady-like ways, made perChildren Cry for
luck attend them.
sonal friends of nearly all the teachers
Agents for U. S. Dep’t 105,
G. Dc Kleine has sold his farm to J. of Ottawa county who invariably turn
Pitcher’s
of work in that line
115
STR. Nyenhuis aud will soon leave for his to her for counsel and advice in adver- When you lose a half days pay on acnew place which he recentlypurchased sity. She therefore stands in a position
count of a lay-off.you can make it up
CHICAGO, ILL.
of M. Lcaman.
on short notice
to give the most needful help to the on your next spring hat, buy one of the
Miss Rena Ensing who is teaching schoolsand teachers of Ottawa county,
Bend for our 8-eoluinn article on obesity. (Third
Kidd & Co. hat of Wm. Brusse & Co.
edition of 100,000.)
school at Vriesland spent a few days any suggestionsshe might make forthe
and at reasonable prices.
with her sister Mrs. L. De Witte dur- advancementand elevationof the coun- and square yourself.
ing vacation.
Artist’s Materials.
ty schools would be grasped with avidiA three year old child of J. Van Oss ty and carried out as far as practicable Tube oil colors, brushes, palettes,
vyhile out playing fell, break* ng her in the schools over which the teachers
knives,canvas etc. at X. Van Zauteu,
, arm. Dr. roppen was summoned
who have supervision.
River st.
I reduced the fracture.
Miss Goodenow, if elected as county
k o T M
Mr. Coburn attendedthe teacher's commissioner of schools, is in a position
institute part of this week.
to
ana
wouiu
to
roe
oesv o!
ner
. reseed t lent No. t>K K. <>. I. M.
to
and
would
to
the
best
of
her
ability
Accommodations for ten lodgers or
Mr. S. Coburn gave his pupils a weeks devote her entire time ami attention to
*>«»»« ‘
boarders at
vacation thL week, and a visit to his the dutiee whirl, the eBiee would it,, i
.»‘e t >ty Hotel. Ilm is
school during the past winter months volve upon her. Then again, if she is ehenpest life inaiiranceorder,
W. A. Holley. U
would assure you that they deserved elected,it will take the office virtually
A. W. Regal. Com.
it, so well have they made use of their
out of |H>litics us M iss Goodenow is not
FOURTEENTH STREET,
studies. It is indeed a pleasure to see or never has been a |N)litu-ian.she will
AND BE CONVINCE;)!
their work which they have done un- not Ik- holdt-n to the |k»1 it ical parties
Or enquire at office<»f James Huntley,
der
the
able
supervision
of
their who haw- seen tit to place* her in nomicorner Tenth and River street.
Goods guaranteed at Souter's.
teacher.
nation in urn wax. Nitift -iiit»‘ out of
Give K. S. .lom-a the Z*rland watohi vt-rx humlivii thinking citizens of OtRemember it's at Souter's.
Lawn vases at Souter's.
No Dissipated Gliaracters Need Apply
maker a call.

The Dressy Silk

We

1

ZEELAND.
a few
notices under the statutes, has long
Nutritious Bananas!
Colon C, Lillie the present incumaS:.cdi
Mrs. J. Huizinga and daughter Kate
left Saturday morning fora week's visit bent of the office aud whose name stands
Lemons, for Your Pies!
before the people to-day as a candidate rf he pe0pie at the World's Dispensary
in Grand Rapids.
Cranberries, for YbUr Sauce!
M. Slabbekoornhas returnedfrom for re-election, is in educationalability of Buffalo,N. Y., have a stock-taking
Benton Harbor to this place and is now qualified forthe position which he holds. time once a year and what do you think
Sweet Potatoes,Canned Goods, Figs engaged as engineerin the factory of He is also a shrewd, energetic farmer they do? Count the number of bottles
and dairy man, owning and operating that’vebeen returned by the men and.
DePree & Elenbaas.
DATES, ETC.
j If you wish to buy a new pump, go to the old homestead in the townshipof women who say that Dr. Pierce’sGoldDePree & Elenbaasas they have just Tallmadge and also J00 acres of land on en Medical Discoveryor Dr. Pierce s
on IT TOC WANT
section32 of Wright township.
Favorite Prescription didn't do what,
put in a large supply.
He also fills the honorable position of they said it would do.
Irene Avery of Forest Grove is visitWHITE BREAD,
presidentof the CoopersvilleCreamery,
And how many do you think they
ing at Henry De Free.
RYE BREAD,
Edward Everhardis sick with scar- a factory owned and operated by a stock have to count? One in ten? Not one
GRAHAM BREAD, let fever.
company of the farmers and business in five hundred!
Now that spring is here, many have men of Coopersville and vicinity. We
Here are two remedies — one the
Cakes, Pies, Candies, Nuts, Cigara again begun to make use of their wheels. are told that he also expects to run a “Golden Medical Discovery” for reguthen call at the
Several of the teachers have gone dairy of fifty cows the coming season. I lating and invigorating the liver and
would respectfullyask, Is it possible for purifying the blood; the other, the hope
home for the spring vacation.
Rev) Wm. Moerdyk of Kalamazoo oc- Mr. Lillie, even if inclined so to do, of weakly womanhood;they've been
cupiotr the pulpit in the Ref. church with the cares of a large farm, an ex- sold for years, sold by the million bottensivedairy, and the time he will nec- tles: sold under a positiveguarantee
Sunday.
Fiona Pyl has left for a week’s visit essarily have to devote to the creamery and not one in five hundred can say:
business,
in Grand Rapids.
medicine for
uutuuvos, to attend to the duties of corn- “It
"It was not
IlUt the
me lUWUAViuo
.V* me!” And
Anna Cole who has been quite sick is missioner of schools? It is certainthat _js there any reason why you should
Mr. Lillie hos not attended to these du- ^ tbe one? And— supposing you are.
improving.
QP
Hattie Schaap is visiting her parents ties in the past us he should have done. u.ju., do vcu iose? Absolutely nothing!
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That

will wear well
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can furnish you with.
have received

a large stock of

New Shoes and Slippers
for the Spring and

You

Summer trade.

will find comfort

in the

Shoe we

sell you.

Calf, Seamless,

Smooth,

Stylish and Durable,
and Prices Popular.
All grades and prices.
In Slippers

We

can offer you something

Extra Fine!
Call and see!

No trouble to show goods!

Rubbers?
Ah, that

When

is

something we need,

streets and roads are slippery.

Wet and muddy.

We

can give you bargains
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AT THE TABERNACLE.
DR.

TALMAGE ON BIBLICAL AND MODERN NARRATIONSOF DREAMS.

The Cummi of lUvrlatluufiring ttuBrlrut

For Common Mfr, tiod Vrry Karrlr
Spralu to Man Today— Xovertkclrm on
Or

r

a*

Ion tbo l>rram It K.iujiloyrd.

Brooklyn,March 26.— A remarkable
sennou was preached by Rev. Dr. Tab
mage in the Tabernacle today, the wbject being a psychologicaland religion*
study of the phenomena of the mind
during sleep and the significanceof
dreams as evidence of immortality. The
text chosen was Genesis xxviii, 11, "He
took of the stones of that place and put
them for his pillows and lay down in
that place to sleep, and he dreamed.”
Asleep on a pillowcase filled with hens’
feathers it is not strange one should
have pleasant dreams, but here is a pillow of rock, and Jacob with his head on
it, and, lo! a dream of angels, two processions, those coming down the stairs
met by those going up the stairs. It is
the first dream of Bible record. You
may say of a dream that it is nocturnal
fantasia,or that it is the absurd combination of waking thoughts, and with a
slur of intonation you may say, "It is
only a dream,” but God has honored the
dream by making it the avenue through
which again and again he has marched
upon the human soul, decided the fate of
nations and changed the course of the

Jove, and that in ancient timet dreamt night lull urinationsof “-"‘•int with

were clauifiedinto a science. But why
do you and I put so much stress upon
dreams when we have a supernal hook
of infinitewisdom on all subject*? Why
should we luury ourselveswith dreams?
Why should Eddystone and Bamegat
lighthouses question a summer firefly.
I :-.OOF OF IMMORTALITY.
Remark the Second— All dreams have
an important meaning.
They prove that the soul is comparatively independent of the body. The
eyes are closed, the senses are dull, the
entire body goes into a lethargy which in
all languages is used as a type of death,
and then the soul spreads its wing and
never sleeps. It leaps the Atlantic
ocean and mingles in scenes 3,000 miles
away. It travels great reachesof time,
flashes back 60 years, and the octogenarian is a boy again in his father's

daggers
Richard

drawn. No one wonders that
III,

the iniquitous, the night be-

Furthermore, I have to say that there
who were convened to God through a dream. The
Rev. John Newton, the fame of whose
piety fills all Christendom, while a profligate sailor on shipboard,in his dream,
thought that a being approachedhim
and gave him a very beautifulring and
put it upon his finger and said to him,
"As long as you wear that ring you will
l>e prospered;if you lose that ring, you
are people in this house

dreamed
he had murdered
stared at him, and that he was torn to
pieces by demons from the pit. The
scholar'sdream is a philosophic echo.
The poet's dream is a rhythmic echo.
Coleridge composed his "Kubla Khan”
asleep in a narcotic dream, and waking
up wrote down 800 lines of it. Tartini, will ho mined.”
the violin player, composed his most
In the same dream another personage
wonderful sonata while asleep in a dream appeared, and by a strange infatuation
so vivid that waking he easily transferred persuaded John Newton to throw that
fore

the battle of Bosworth Field

that all those

it

whom

to paper.

Waking

To Those Interested^?'’
- •

So far as

it

-

,N

FURNITURE

pertainsto the comfortable and,

!

if desired,

luxurious furnishings of the home, we offer you

many

suggestions regarding the “fads” of the season, as exemplifiedby our stock, although such suggestions will
be better understood by a

visit to

our warerooms.

ring overboard, and it sank into the sea.

thoughts have their echo in Then the mountains

in

sight were full of

thoughts.If a man spends his fire, and the air was lurid with consumlife in trying to make others happy and ing wrath. While John Newton was reis heavenly minded, around his pillow penting of his folly in having thrown
sleeping

ho will see cripples

PARLOR SUITES,

SOFAS, BED LOUNGES,

CHAMBER SUITES,

who

WARDROBES,

have got over overboard the treasure, another personWRITING DESKS,
SIDEBOARDS.
the;r crutch and processions of celestial age came through the dream and told
house. If the soul before it has entirely imperials ami hear the grand march John Newton he would plunge into the
TABLES,
EASY CHAIRS,
broken its chains of flesh can do all this, roll down from drums of heaven over sea and bring the ring up if he desiredit.
ROCKERS,
PARLOR TABLES,
how far can it leap, what circles can it Jasper parallels.You are very apt to
He plunged into the sea and brought
hear in drome what you hear when you it up and said to John Newton, "Here
cut, when it is fully liberated!
IN FACT EVERYTHINGIN THE FURNITURE LINE, AT
Ever)' dream, whether agreeable or are wide awake.
is that gem, but I think I will keep it for
harassing, whether sunshiny or tempesNow, having shown you that having a you, lest you lose it again,"and John
tuous, means so much that rising from Bible we ought to be satisfied not get- Newton consented,and all the fire went
'
your couch you ought to kneel down and ting any further communication from out from the mountains, and all the
say: "O God, am I immortal? Whence? God, and having shown you that all signs of lurid wrath disappt*;red from
Whither? Two natures. My soul caged dreams have an important mission, since the air, ;jid John Newton said that he
now— what when the door of the cage is they show the comparative independence saw in lus dream that that valuable gem
opened? If my soul can fly so far in the of the soul from the body, and haring was his soul, and that the being who perfew hours in which my body is asleep in shown you that the majority of dreams suaded him to throw it overboard was
EIGHTH STREET,
the night, how far can it fly when my are a result of disturbed physicalcondi- Satan, and that the one who plunged in
body sleeps the long sleep of the grave?” tion, and having shown you that our and restored that gem, keeping it for
Oh, this power to dream, how startling, sleeping thoughts are apt to be an echo him, was Christ. And that dream makes
how overwhelming!If prepared for the of our waking thoughts,I come now to one of the most wonderfulchapters in
after death flight,what an enchantment! my fifth and most importantremark, the life of that most wonderful man.
world’s history.
If not prepared for the after death flight, and that is to say that it is capable of proof
A German was crossing the Atlantic
God appeared in a dream to Abimo- what a crushingagony! Immortal! Im- that God does sometimes in our day, and ocean, and in his dream lie saw a man
lech, warning him against an unlawful mortal!
has often since the close of the Bible dis- ' with a handful of white flowers, and lie
marriage: in a dream to Joseph, foretellRemark the Third— The vast majority peusation, appeared to people in dreams, i was told to follow the man who had that
ing his coming iiowor under the figure of dreams are merely the result of dis- the PURE in heart dream as they THINK, j handful of white flowers. The German,
of all the sheaves of the harvest bowing turbed physical couditionand are not a
All dreams that make you better are | arriving in New York, wandered into
down to his sheaf; to the chief butler, supernaturalmessage.
from God. How do I know it? Is not , the Fulton street prayer meeting, and
foretelling his disimprisonmeut; to the
Job had carbuncles, and he was scared God the source of all good? It does not ; Mr. Lamphier— whom many of you
chief baker, announcing his decapitation; in the night. He says, “Thou scarest take a very logicalmind to argue that know— the great apostle of prayer meetInfants' Cloaks,
Silk and Wool Hoods,
to Pharaoh, showing him first the seven me with dreams and terrifiestme with out. Tertulliauand Martin Luther be- ings, that day had given to him a bunch
Ladies' Jackets,
plenty years and then the seven famine visions." Solomon had an overwrought lieved in dreams. The dreams of John of tuberoses.
Fascinators,
struck years, under the figure of the brain, overwroughtwith public busi- Huss are immortal. St. Augustine, the
They stood on his desk, and at the close Stamped Linen Goods,
Hosiery, Underwear,
seven fat cows devouring the seven lean ness, and he suffered from erratic slumChristianfather, gives us the fact that a of the religious services lie took the tubeOF ALL KINDS
cows; to Solomon, giving him the choice ber, and he writes in Ecclesiastes, “A Carthaginian physician was jiersuaded roses and started homeward, and the
Table Linens,
Yarns,
between wisdom and riches and honor; dream cometh through the multitude of of the immortality of the soul by an ar- German followed him, and through an
Oil
Cloths.
to the warrior, under the figure of a bar- business.” Dr. Gregory, in experimentWoolen Blankets,
AT LOWEST PRICES
gument which he heard in a dream. The interpretertold Mr. Lamphier that on
ley cake smiting down a tent, encourag- ing with dreams, found that a bottle of night before his assassination the wife of the sea he had dreamed of a man with a
Workingmen'sGoods,
Etc., Etc.
ing Gideou in his battle against the hot water put to his feet while in slum- Julius Coesar dreamed that her husband handful of white flowers and was told
Amelekites;to Nebuchadnezzar, under ber made him think that he was going fell dead across her lap. It is possible j'Co'tIfoiVo w him. .Suffice it to say, through
A
LINE OF GROCERIES.
the figure of a broken image and a hewn up the hot sides of Mount Etna.
prove that God does appear in dreams to thatinterriewand following interviewsdown tree, foretelling his overthrow of
Another morbid physician, exi>eriineut- warn, to convert and to save
: he became a Christianand is a city mispower; to Joseph of the New Testament, ing with dreams, Ins feet uncovered
My friend, a retired sea captain and a sionarypreaching the gospel to his own
announcing the birth of Christ in his own through sleep, thought he was riding in Christian, tells me that one night while countrymen. God in a dreamt
RIVER
HOLLAND, MICH.
household;to Mary, bidding her fly from an Alpine diligence. But a great many on the sea he dreamed that a ship's crew
John Hardock, while on shipboard,
Herodic persecutions;to Pilate's wife, dreams are merely narcotic disturbance. were in great suffering. Waking up dreamed one night that the day of judgwarning him not to become- complicated Anything that you see while under the from his dream, ho -put about the ship. ment had come, and that the roll of the
with the judicial overthrow of Christ.
influence of chloral or brandy or "hash- tacked in differentdirections, surprisedj ship’s crew was called, except his own
SUFFICIENTIS GIVEN TO ALL.
eesh” or laudanum is not a revelation everybody on the vessel— they thought | name, and that these people, this crew,
* We all admit that God in ancient from God. The learned De Quince)’did he was going crazy— sailed on in another j were all banished,and in Ids dream
— DEALER intimes and under Bible dispensationad- not ascribe to divine communication direction hour after hour, and for man)' asked the reader why his own name was
dressed the people through dreams. The what he saw in sleep, opium saturated; hours until he came to the perishing; omitted, and he was told it was to give ! TYDT'TY'iS _ A/TT?1T)T
question now’is, Does God appear in our dreams which he afterward describedin crew and rescued them and
him more ntw„n*v
opportunity for repentance.
day and reveal himself through dreams? the followingwords:
them to New York. Who conducted He woke up a different man. He became
VARNISHES,
That is the questioneverybody asks, and
"I was worshiped. I was sacrificed. tliat dream? The God of the sea.
illustrious for Christianattainment.If
that questionthis morning I shall try to I fled from the wrath of Brahma
you
do
not
believe
these
things,
then
you
In 1095 a vessel went out from Spitanswer. You ask me if I believein through all the forests of Asia. Vishnu head for the West Indies and ran against must discardall testimony and refuse to
SOAPS, PERFUMERIES, TOILET ARTICLES, ETC.
dreams. My answer is, I do believe in hated me. Siva laid in wait for me. I the ledge of rocks called the Caskets. accept any kind of authoritative witness.
dreams, but all I have to say will bo un- came suddenly upon Isis and Osiris. I The vessel went down, but the crew Godin a dream!
der five heads.
had done a deed, they said, that made clambered up on the Caskets to die of
DREAM OF THE JUDGMENT DAY.
Confounding of Horse and Cuttle Medicines a Specialty.
Remark the First— The Scripturesare the crocodiles tremble. I was buried for starvation, as they supposed. But there
Rev. Herbert Mendes was converted to
so full of revelationfrom God that if a thousandyears in stone coffins,with was a ship bound for Southampton tliat God through a dream of the last judgI invite all those wishing articles in my line to call before purchaswe get no communicationfrom him in mummies and sphinxesin narrow cham- had the captain’sson on Ixiard. This ment,' and I doubt if there is a man or
ing, as I feel assured I can make it to their interest to purchase
dreaniB we ought nevertheless to be sat- bers at the heart of eternal pyramids. 1 lad twice in one night dreamed^that woman in tlfis house today that lias not
of
A. DE KRUIF, Zeeland, Mich. ’ *
isfied.
was kissed with the cancerous kiss of there was a crew of sailors dying bn the had some dreatu of that great day of
With 20 guidebooks to tell you how crocodiles and lay confounded with un- Caskets. He told Ids father of his dream. judgment which shall be the winding up
to get to Boston or Pittsburgor London utterableslimy things among wreatliy The vessel came down by the Caskets in of the world’sliistory. If you have not
or Glasgow or Manchester, do you want and Nilotic mud.” Do not mistake nar- time to find and to rescue those poor dreamed of it, perhaps tonight you may
a night vision to tell you how to make cotic disturbancefor divine revelation.
dying men. Who conducted tliat dream? dream of that day.
DREAMS OF DISEASE OR DRUGS.
There are enough materialsto make a
the journey? We have in this Scripture
The God of the rocks, the God of the sea.
But I have to tell you that the majorifull direction in regard to the journey of
The Rev. Dr. Buslmell,in his marvel- dream. Enough voices, for there shall
this life and how to get to the celestial ty of dreams are merely the penalty of ous book entitled "Nature and the Su- be the roaring of the elements and the
city, and with this grand guidebook, outraged digestive organs,and you have pcrnatural,”gives the followingfact great earthquake.Enough light for the
this magnificentdirectory, ».vo ought to no right to mistake the nightmare for that he got from Captain Yount in Cal- dream, for the world shall blaze. Enough
be satisfied. I have more faith in a de- heavenly revelation. Late suppers are a ifornia, a fact confirmed by many fam- excitement,for the mountains shall fall.
cision to which I come when I am wide warranty deed for bad dreams. Highly ilies. Captain Yount dreamed twice Enough water, for the ocean shall roar.
awake than when 1 am sound asleep. I spiced salads at 11 o’clock at night' in- one night that 150 miles away there was Enough astronomical phenomena, for
have noticed that those who give a great stead of opening the door heavenward a company of travelers fast in the snow. the stars shall go out. Enough populadeal of their time to studying dreams open the door infernal and diabolical. He also saw in the dream rocks of pocul- tions, for all the races of all the ages
get their brains addled. They are very You outrago naturallaw’, and you insult j iar formation,and telling his dream to will fall into line of one of two procesanxious to remember what they dreamed the Goil who made those laws. It takes | an old hunter the hunter said, “Why, I sions, the one ascending and the other
about the first night they slept in a new from three to five hours to digest food, remember those rocks; those rocks are descending,the ono led on by tho rider
house.
and you have no right to tax your digesthe Carson Valley pass, 150 miles on the white horse of eternal victory, the
other led on by Apollyon on the black
If in their dream they take the hand tive organs in strugglewhen the rest of away.”
of a corpse, they are going to die. If your body is in somnolence.The gen- ' Captain Yount, impelled by this charger of eternal defeat.
Th<5 dream comes on me now, and I
they dream of a garden, it means a sep- eral rule is, eat nothing after 0 o’clock ] dream, although laughed at by his neighulcher. If something turns out accord- at night, retire at 10, sleep on your right bors, gathered men together, took mules see the lightningsfrom above answering
ing to a night vision, they say: “Well, side, keep the window open five inches for and blankets and started out on the ex- the volcanicdisturbancesfrom beneath,
ventilation,and other worlds will not dis- pedition, traveled 150 miles, saw those and I hear the long reverberatingthunI am not surprised. I dreamed it.” If
very rocks which he had describedin his ders that shall wake up the dead, and on
it turns out different from the night vi- turb you much.
By physical maltreatmentyou take dream, and finding the sufferingones at one side I see the opening of a gate into
sion, they say, “Well, dreams go by
contraries." In their efforts to put the ladder that Jacob saw in his dream the foot of those rocks brought them scenes golden and amethystine,and on
their dreams into rhythm they put their and you lower it to the nether world, al- back to confirm the story of Captain the other side I hear the clanging back
waking thoughts into discord.Now, lowing the ascent of the demoniacal. Yount. Who conductedthat dream? of a gate into bastiles of eternal bondthe Bible is so full of revelation that wo Dreams are midnight dyspepsia. An un- The God of tho snow, the God of the age, and all the seas, lifting up their crystal voices, cry, "Come to judgment!”
ought to bo satisfiedif we get no fur- regulated desire for somethingto eat Sierra Nevadas.
ruined the race in paradise, and an unand all the voices of the heaven cry,
HELP SENT BY DREAMS.
ther revelation.
regulated desire for something to eat
God has often appeared in dreams to "Como to judgment!”and crumbling
THE DEEP BLEEP OF ADAM.
Sound sleep received great honor when keeps it ruined. The world during 0,000 rescue and comfort. You have known mausoleum and Westminster abbeys and
Adam slept so extraordinarily
that the years lias tried in vain to digest that first j people— perhaps it is something I state pyramids of the dead with marble voices
surgicalincisionwhich gave him Eve apple. Tho world will not be evangel- in your own experience— you have seen cry, "Come to judgment!”
FOR SALE BY
Aud the archangel seizes an instrudid not wake him, but there is no such ized until wo get rid of adyspepticChris- people go to sleep with bereavements inneed for extraordinaryslumber now, and tianity. Healthy people do not want consolable, and they awakened in per- ment of music which has never yet been
he who catches an Eve must needs be this cadaverous and sleepy thing that fect resignationbecause of what they sounded, an instrument of music that
wide awake! No need of such a dream some people call religion. They want a had seen in slumber. Dr. Crannage, one was made only for one sound, and thrustH.
as Jacob had with a ladder against the religion that lives regularlyby day and of the most remarkable men I ever met ing that mighty trumpet through the
—remarkablefor benevolence and great clouds and turning it this way he shall
sky, when 10,000 times it had been dem- sleeps soundly by night.
If through trouble or coming on of philanthropies—at Wellington,England, put it to his lip and blow the long, loud
onstrated that earth and heaven are In
communication.No such dream needed old age or exhaustion of Christian serv- showed me a house where the Lord had blast that shall make the solid earth
A Large, New Stock of
as that which was given to Abimelech, ice you cannot sleep well, then you may appeared in a wonderful dream to a poor quiver, crying,“Como to judgment!”
Then from this eurthlygrosunessquit,
warning him against an unlawfulmar- expect from God "songs in the night," woman. The woman was rheumatic,
Attired in stars we shall foreversit.
riage, when we have the records of the but there are no blessed communica- sick, poor to the last point of destitution.
Silver
county clerk’s office. No need of such a tions to those who willingly surrender to .She was waited on and cared for by anHis Two Works of Art.
dream as was given to Pharaoh about indigestibles.Napoleon’s army at Leip- other poor woman, her only attendant.
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Wykltuysen, the Well-Known Jeweler.

Gold and

the seven years of famine, for now the
seasons march in regular procession, and
steamer and rail train carry breadstuffs
to every famine struck nation. No need
of a dream like that which encouraged
Gideon, for all through Christendomit
is announceu and acknowledged and demonstrated that righteousnesssooner or
later will get the victory.
If there should come about a crisis in

upon which the Bible does not
be sufficientlyspecific, goto God
in prayer, and you will get especial direction. I haw more faith 92 times out of
100 in directions given you with the
Bible in your lap and your thoughts uplifted in prayer to God than in all the
information you will get unconscious on
your pillow.
I can very easily understand why the
Babylonians and the Egyptians, with no
Bible, should put so much stress on
dreams, and the Chinese,in their holy
book, Chow King, should think their
emperor, gets his directions through
your
seem

life
to

dreams from God, and
should think that

all

tluit

Homer

dreams came from

Watches,

Dresden and Borodino came near
Word came to her one day that this One day the swell artist was passing
being destroyed through the disturbed poor woman had died, aud the invalid of the house of the younger one, and the
, I have
gastric juices of its commander. That whom I am speaking lay helpless upon latter called to him, "Mr.
is the way you have lost some of your the couch wondering what would be- just finished two pictures entirely differbattles.
come of her. In tliat mood she foil ent in subject and would like to have
Another remark I make is that our asleep.In her dreams she said the angel your opinionon them." Tho great man
dreams are apt to be merely the echo of of the Lord appearedand took her into said he would be only too happy to look
our day thoughts.
tho open air and pointed in one direc- at them; so, ushering him into the house
I will give you a recipe for pleasant tion, and there were mountains of and opening the parlor, the owner pointdreams: Fill your days with elevated bread, and pointed in another direction, ed to two pictureshanging on the wall
thought and unselfishaction, and your and there were mountains of butter, and j and said: "There they are. One picture
Come and See Our Goods Before Buying’ Elsewhere.
dreams will be set to music. If all day in anotherdirection.and there were moun- , is of mv father copied from an old fashyou are gouging and grasping and avari- tains of all Kinds of worldly supply. The | i°ned aikbrotype. The other is af paintcious, in your dreams you will see gold angel of the Lord said to her, "Woman, ! iug of Lily Pond.”
that you cannot clutch and bargainsin all these mountainsbelong to your Fa- 1 The artist, after adjusting his eyewhich you wore outshylocked. If dur- ther, and do you think that he will let glasses and looking carefully at the paintI togs a
moment, turned aud asked,
ing the day you are irascible and pugna- you, his child, hunger and
Dr. Crannage told mo by some divine | *’ Which one did you say was your facious and guupowderyof disposition,you
'/"—BostonGlobe.
will at night have battle with enemies in impulse he went into that destitute home, i ther, Mr.
j which they will get the best of you. If
saw the suffering there and administered
| you are all day long in a hurry, at night
unto it, caring for her all the way
The Shape of MUtuu’ii Note.
' you will dream of rail trains that you
through. Do you tell me that that dream
Milton,it seems, had a Greek nose in
I want to catch while you cannot move
was woven out of earthly anodynes? Was youth; it afterward became a Puritanic
' one inch toward the depot.
tliat the phantasmagoria
of a diseased nose. A habit of turning it up in moTry our 30-eent coffee and you will
A large stock of elegant piece goods
EVIL THOUGHTSMAKE EVIL DREAMS.
brain? No, it was an all sympathetic ! tnents of indignant morality would af- find it of bettor quality than that for
just received at the merchupt tailoring
If you are always oversuspicionsand God addressinga poor woman through a J feet the contour and expression.—Lon- which you have to pay 35 eents at other
establishment of Bosnian Bros.. Eighth
expectant of assault, you will have at j
don Saturday Review.
places. Notikr »v VkhSchurk. street.
sic,

Clocks, Fine Gold Rings,

-

Silverware and Jewelry.

PRICES LOW!
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die?"

-
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dream.
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TO VOTE A SPLIT REPUB.
LICAN TICKET.
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.Man’* Advice
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Good.

SEE HERE!
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Wo can perhaps interest you. Spring is

here and you arc*
probably thinkingof getting a buggy. That’s where wo cun save
you money. Wo have on hand a now stock of TOP BUGGIES
in different grades and prices.

mixture. Here and there was a hummock which might furnishsolid footing,
i but probably wouldn't.A young man,

sndli

each. Vice Prmldout: C. Ver Schuro,

I

a

Wh« n

He who had much occasion to be abroad
on the day when the snow, rain nnd
j wind made merry with the population
of this town saw some queer sights and
heard some queer things. One of the
worst crossings in the lower part of the
city was at the intersection of Broadway
and Fulton street, whe re the slush and
| snow formed an expanse of something
which told nothing of the depth of the
,

essayingthe crossing, stopped half way
between the curbs, and decidingthat the
rest of the lord was impassable turned
: buck As he did so ho ran into an elderly weman who was close behind him.
“Beg pardon, madam," said he, “but
I you’d better not try it."
The lady gave her skirts an extra
twitch and glared nt the youth.
“I want you to know,” she responded,
“that I never needed a man’s advice,
and I don’t need it now. Lemme by."
The young man jumped to one side,
and she who would not be befriended
j went ahead. There was a splash, a half
smothered cry, a wild scramble,and she
stood on the sidewalk.But the slush
had gone above the tops of her stout'
walking shoes. Grimly she looked back
. at her adviser, and the wind brought her
:

l^ltl.NS, I’EThR, dealer In Dry Goode, GroJ- cenea, But arid Capa, lidota and Sboea. etc..
LlKlnh Street, Oppohltc Sctnmtcn'i*Drag Store.

Having sold my

gallery. I have de- pAHtDANKS.

I..

0

B

I'eace^N’otajj

Juatleerrf the

8
>

cided to continue the business

J

in the line of

7

Sewing Machines,

at

MAUDS. M;

A.

Officeover Find State
bank. Office bourn, 9 to 10 a. a., a toft and
1*. a. Berldence,corner FUb and Klgbtb
1).

recta.

to

8

that line, I can

make

Special attention to Diseases of the
Eye, Ear, Nose, and Throat.

esting for you.

cash only and give liberal
discounts. Ask for prices before buying elsewhere.

I sell for

G.TROMP

/

3

X
lw

p

Office, one door south of Meyer A Son's Murlc
itore,River St., Holland. Mich. Office bourn,
10 to W . M.; 1:80 to 4 P. M., and cveniiiRB. Cm
aleo be found at bis office during the night.

With Savings Department.

- -

I.

CAPPON,

Prest

York Times.

A Portland lawyer says that not long
ago a man came into his office thoroughly angry— as men usually are when they
go on such errands. He had called upon
a debtor and asked him politely for the
payment of a bill of §2.50 and had been
abused for his pains. Now he wanted

HOLLAND CITY STATE BAHK.

i

Heave

Eighth Street, Holland, Mich.

r

Established1875.

POWDERS.

Incorporatedas a State Dank in 1890.

the

in

Has Cured Heaves of Three Yean
Standing. Warranted
Heaves in

its first

to

I

-

CAPITAL,
President, - Jacob

Van Putten,

- -

Vice-Pres’t,

Cashier.

For Coughs, Colds, Distemper, and for

has no equal.

it

Sr.

- -

¥

And You Will Use No

It!

PRICE,

25

Other!

On

all

or

&

JONGH

H. DE

I

&nt

to

prove it

“HUMBUG.”
Call, and

we

will be glad to

'i

•i

money

-

\

«

necessary thing for the farmer. We
have one of the best safes in the market.
Is a

if I pay it?’

Do you intend to build a
barn? We handle Lumber.

Tho lawyer was obliged to confess
that he should.

Post-office, Holland

show you

the machine.

-

house or
Shingles,

Sash, Doors and Blinds and do Planing,

gHil

“Oh, well,” said the debtor, “that’e
another matter. "If Mr.
isn’t going
to get it, I am perfectlywilling to pay

i

.

''' I1

i

te:r

P

COXKRIGHT

I

ZEELAND,

WHEN

ry those fine Roasts which we are sell*

ing at the

[City

W’ashing Machine which

lead. Our many testimonials
a good one. It is called the

takes the

M

'ijT-K'

have

DE FREE & ELENBAAS

Receipt of Price.

You

Did

Pumps. We

that is made.

BARBER.

CITY, MICH.

Any Address on

wood pump

We have a

the client. “I don’t

it.”

“Who'll get the
asked the man.

DE KEYZER.

H.

PROPRIETORS.

HOLLAND

to call your attention to

Matching and Re-Sawing. All work
The above ticket is marked as by a
warranted.
____
republican who desires to vote for the
democratic candidatesfor justice of it.”
•' Tj
We sell as cheap as anyone.
The debt was paid, the lawyer pockJ.
the supreme court and school commissioner. By marking the republican eted the amount, and, what is very unticket in the square at the head of the usual, all partiesto the suit were percolumn of republicancandidates, all fectly satisfied.—Portland Argus.
upon the ticket are voted for. But by
The Best Shaves and Hair Guts in the
Mediuma In Japan.
erasing (as in the diagram above) the
city, at the Eagle Tonsorial ParlorsSpirit rapping vocation for women in
republican candidate for justice of the
supreme court and school commission- Japan requires little apparatus. RapNorth of DeKraker’smeat market,
er, by drawing a line through their ping is perhaps not the correct word, for
names, and then placing the mark in there is really no “rapping’ at all— the
River St., Holland M{ch.
the open squares on the left of the 'clients are simply put in communication
IN
RAPIDS names of George IL Durand and Ed- with any spirit with whom they desire to
ward Evans, a split republican ticket speak. It iy not necessarythat the spirit
• -STOP A3V^-:
-•
is voted, counting for all the republic- should be that of a dead person, but the
an candidates with the exception of medium always inquires whether the
those of justiceof the supreme court spirit whose presenceis desired is living
and school commissioner, and counting or dead.
The best place in the city for lodging
for the democratic candidates for those
The mediums always carry about with
or meals.
offices— Durand and Evans. If the rethem a mysteriouswooden box, about a
publican ticket should be marked at
foot or less square. Like the medicine
the head of the column and the squares
bag of the Indian medicine man, its conmarked at the left of the names of
tents are a secret to members of the
OF ALL KINDS.
Durand and Evans, without erasing
same profession. These women usually
the names of the corresponding repubhave a bow of soft wood strung with a
lican candidates for justice of the suFrom now till May 1st we will offer exceptional bargains in order to
single string, and this they twang on
preme court and school commissioner
Commercial Work a Specialty.
close out certain lines of goods.
toe edge of the box like a caricature of
—Hooker and Jones— the ballot could
violin playing.
not and would not be counted for anj'HERE ARE A
OF OUR REDUCTIONS:
If the spirit required is that of a dead
one for justiceof the supreme court
person,
a leaf plucked from a graveyard CLOAKS heretoforeselling from $4 to 88.50 ................ now 8° 00 to 84 on
and school commissioner, for the* reais used
uacu to
mj spiasn
splash some water out of a Jersey Jackets at ...........................
son that two votes would be given for «
.... ....
..... now75conu
each of those offices; the whole of the small cup that stands in front of the $1-00 to $1.50 Shoes ..............................
medium. If
.,r ,
If fh«
the ruircrm
person ia
is limn?*
living, a sim- A few (0-ccnt Dress Goods,
republican ticket being voted for by
Boots
at
one-half
the
usual
price-.
W.00
Boom
V. .'..'.7.':.'.......... now $2
ilar
ceremony
is
performed
with
a
piece
marking the square at the top of the

O.

J.

the best

for so small a sum.”

Periodicals.Leave your orders

Canada, at the

Surry. We

A MILK SAFE
.

for any publicationin the United Stater

CENTS A BOX.

fellow has to pay

I

W. H. Beach.
C. Ver Schure.

REDUCED RATES
Try

Which we want

is our line of W’ood

So the lawyer wrote tho debtor a let-!
ter, and in due time the latter appeared
; in high dudgeon. He didn't owe any
i §2.50, and he wouldn’t pay it.

KEWSM®

Horsey

1

care if I don’t get a cent, so long as that
!

Cure

staees.

all Lung Troubles in

“No matter,”said

can get a good

ANOTHER THING

of it to collect it.

§50,000.

exten-

Wagons. Farm-

for farm work,

I
MV

The lawyer demurred. The amount
: was too trifling.It would cost the whole

Loans made.

World!

our Lumber

to

wagon

Or if you want something neat and stylish, get a
have some elegant ones at reasonable prices.

tho lawyer to collect it.

A general banking business transacted
Interestpaid.on
<
certificates.

Jhi Best Heave Powders

— These have come into

Especial Attention is called
ers wanting a good heavy
one at a low price.

Both Parties Pleased.

MABSIUE, C&tblei

L

ROAD WAGONS.

IN

W e also have two-seatedSpring Buggies, at prices which are
bargains.

60,000.00

Cor. Eighth and Market Street!

IQURIQEIA

THEN

sive use and it is really remarkable how low the price has been
put on a good4 first-class vehicle of this kind.

remark to his ears:
“I never took a man’s advice,but I
; wish I had that time,” she said.— New

Fibst State Bask.
CAPITAL,

ZEELAND, MICH.

<
r

onto

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON

goods in

it inter-

*

n

Organs, Pianos, &c. J. G. HUIZINGA, M. D.
If you are in need of any

™

Meat Market

Or the fresh Sausages ?
Or the Pork Steak?
jlf not, you should do so. Have you any
IPoultry to sell ? If bo, I will pay you
(he highest market price in cash
I

GRAND

MICHIGAN.

-

-

Sweet’s Hotel.

Clearance Sale!

JOB PRINTING

Sweeping Reductions!

WM. VAN DEE VEEEE, Ottawa County Times
Cor. Eighth gnd Fish Sts., Holland, flicb.

jLumber Wagons.
II >

Express Wagons,
Freight

FEW

INSURANCE

AGENCY.
Wagons,

......

o

column; while Durand and Evans would
A general insurancebusiness done. be voted for by placing the X in the
Heavy Spring Wagons,
We can insure your property in some oi squares at the left of their names. No
the best companies and at very reason- person would be allowed to vote' twice
able rates.
for the same office, therefore neither
lanufactured in First-class Style.
vote would be counted for those two
offices. Remember that a mark in the
square at the head of either ticket
votes for all the candidateson that
St.,
ticket, and to vote for a candidate on
any other ticket the name of the candidate forthat office must be erased from
SIGN the ticket voted and a mark (X) made
the square at the left of the candidate for whom you wish to vote. The
-ANDi names of all candidates for any one of-

of stick instead of a leaf. Then follows

an incantation,and the spirit proceeds

•{1.00 All-Wool Underwear.

to speak through the medium. The
medium charges sometimes as high as 15

ALL KINDS OF

Hardware

R

|

a

m

.

.

»

PlvJcaK

St

U

pro^marM

JLT.

pa-

in a

workmanlike style.

music and

lifilullmll

' jfe

““If

........... "“'v «o cento

TwAre*

fts,

MACHINIST.

Swickloy, Penn.: We hud an epidemic of cholerine,as our physicians called
it, in this place lately, and I made a

W.C. COVEY, V.S.

1KLOMP

“”d

ARENS & BROWER,

it is

HAMILTON, MICH.

os legitimate.—Harper’s WtvkTp.

Draw backs In Acting.
It is sometimesImrd work to bo an
actor, for tho thumpingand pulling ami
hauling that a person may have to endure in an excitingscene are sometimes

New Drii?

more than a mere show. Miss 'Selina
Fetter had to give up her part in “The
Honrlotta” because she was injuredby
tho fall required of her in every jierformauco of that piece. A young leading man
who bos been playing Orlandb ffi “As
You Like It” fo|. three nighty is raw
from wr&ts to elbows
elOOWB m
in consequence of

We

of

%

""

Y*k

To Flud Out Your Future

'n'

““

A

am‘

haVe

‘hC

PATENT

MiCDICINKS.

COMPLETE STOCK OF PURE DRUGS!

Sua
I

Store!

ha\e just opened business in the store formerly occupied by Dr.

Wines and

Liquors for Medicinal Purposes

!

Ilnoljuixl.

Sponges and Chamoise Skins.

bedtime, having fa/s ted since noon, Toilet Articles.
great hit with Chamberlain’sColic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. I sold tw<%trla.-whowish to obtain a sight gf
four dozen bottles of it in one week and tbolr future husbands bofl an egg, which
HUDSONVILLE, MICH.,
have since sold nearly a gross. This must be the first egg ever laid by the.
Remedy did tho work and was a big ad- ion, in a pan in which np egg lias ever
Special attention given to
Specialistin Delicate Operations I vertisement for me. Several persons boon boiled before. Having trifled it
I who had been troubled with diarrhoea
until it is hard they cut it in two with
for two or three weeks were cured by a
-INI

j

DIAMOND DYES.

ETC.. ETC.

I
;

A

RLE!

)HN KOOYERS, Veterinary : Surgery
or.

COST.

1

J

other purposes.

EASON

...................

,

.

symmetricaland complete development
voter and before leaving the booth, he
of tho young “scholarin politics'’ as is
must fold his ballot so that no part of the mathematicalrecitation, the histor! the face thereof shall be exposed, and
ical lecture or the debating society, and
so that the initials of the inspector

shall be on the outside thereof On
leaving the booth he shall at once deliver his ballot in public view to the
inspector designatedto receive the
PUACTIOAL
same. No person shall be entitled to
more than one ballot, unless, by accident, he has spoiledthe one first deliv- and
ered to him, when, by returningthe
spoiledone. another can be obtained.
No electioneering Is allowed within
100 ffe* of the polls and no one is
Repairing of all kinds. MRl and Enallowed to witness the marking of
gine Repairs a Specialty.
a ticket unless the person voting is
unable to mark his own ticket, in
Castings in Bra* and Iron.
which case the board will designate
some one to do it for him.
Cor. River and Seventh Stroote,
Cholerine in Pennsylvania,

Repaired,

Mbo heavy paper boxes made,

li

!

,

HOLLAND, MICH.

PUKES

!

ha<1

Z

-

lOOK-BINDERY.
and

......

St.

J

ENGINEER

ZEELAND, MICH.

kinds bound

r~> t

CD

^
ALFRED HUNTLEY

OHN DE KRUIF

d for storing sheet

i

i r

HANGING

Fourteenth Street, West of Pino
------ -

Hooks Rebound and

!

iilT

PAINTING

AND AUTISTIC MAIffiBB.

CONSTANTLYON HAND.

neat &

!

Also many other goods at proportionatelow prices.

or 20 cents.— San Francisco Call.
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pers of all
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What the College Gymnasium Does.
vr-n
0UK SPKING LINE OF CLOTHING
The collegegymnasium is a place not W ill be the finest ever brought to Hamilton. Nice Children’s Suits for 81.25.
for the productiononly of studious athWe keep constantlyon hand a large variety of Dress Goods, such as HenriHolland.
letes, but of athletic students. A place
Cutting
where an Ifour’svaried exercise, a run, a do^'to^riTlTdeota™8' Ute" “ Cheap “ can bu
spray and a rub down can bo had reguAlso \\ all Paper, Carpets, etc. We carry samples of wall paper and carpets
larly, and where a man may tnm Jus from a stock of over 88,000. from the cheapest to the best, at very low prices
,
thonghts
wholly from books
and studies
—
wuao «uu
omuies
*vuuien DiuuKcis unu comiorts will be son
<*«
i*. Vonn nnd
for/awhue by a bout at fencing, or box- investigate: we mean just what we say. Come early Wand get
first 7hoice~~Manv
ing, or by a game in the bowling alley, or ”,!od's wil! be 801(1 !(t prices far below what we could duplicatethem for our111 tho
film handball court, from which he
l... tiu VOS.
PA PEL_l\ / innOlllVD. fico
wU1 bc fouud on the same horizon- in
tal line with the name of tho office for
Butter and eggs taken same as cash, at highest market value.
uan get increased capacity for greater
ALL WORK DONE IN A NEAT whieh they aro candidates,at the ex- and better endeavors. Kept witliin its
G,uk- Mt'“l
0il a**. •** "ilk
proper sphere,it is as necessaryfor the

“I

and Repairing.

igazines, Periodicals

.

Eighth

* Horseshoeing,

rAGON

.

ALL OVERCOATS AT

J.O.DOESBURG

Jlacksmithing,

_

...

Eighth and River

Sts.,

Over Yander Veen’s.

HIDGLJ.SGS CASTRATED

TERMS REASONABLE.

the* careful

compounding

of prescriptions!

FINEST BRANDS OF CIGARS.

something that has never been used as a
Inufo before. Each girl eats her half
! Fh. C. ‘Si and 50 cent bottles for sale
ti For the accommodationof the public we have put in a full
and tho shell Ut the last fragment,speak; by Heber Walsh, druggist.
supply of stamps. |>ostulcards and wrappers.j®|
| tag m> word the while. Then, still in
I'
v,‘ thousand Dollars to loan,
on j “l«noe,
silence, they
they walk
backward to
to b*d -to'
[»n, on
walk backward
bed, **to | ,o f-'y
\ i r ^ r
r
,
tvrnih. by tin1
Bui'ding and Loan Association
......
|
, fe

w dose-4 of th is medicine.— P. P. K napp.
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FUNNY, AIN’T
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L Strag &
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The

The New Dry Goods Store
IN

HOW

1

THE ALBERTI BLOCK.

SELL WATCHES.

The

fm-t has became generallyknown
particularlyhere in the city that I sell
more watches than all the other jewelers combined, and the question comes
from the tongue of every competitor
how does he do it, he is selling watches

Wc

k°Funny how competitors wonder when
so simple, the secret of ray success
a watch sell a watch, that is
l make every watch 1 sell give such
good satisfaction that it will cause the
purchaser’s friend to buy one like it
and of course they came to me, that s
the way 1 built up my big trade, very
simple.make a watch sella watch, that s

make

Swiss and

Hamburg^-™

DO YOU

With that motto continuallyin
mind leant help but build up a big
business. Please remember I compete
all.

White Goods and Laces!

for quality, not quantity. 1 am adding
new customersto my list every day.
Join the prosessionand you will never

We have

of

also put in an elegant line

Lyceum Opera House.
WILL HREYMAX.

DO YOU

f

BOSTON

i

Come

in

.

Our “Burlington Past Black” Hose

Chil-

„

+. ^

+

you the best
93c. Worth $1.50 ?

Co. will sell

&

;

Co. are selling the best

are the best in the market.

KNOW?
of your patronage.

have also put in a

PYGMALION

BUTTON COVERING MACHINE

-

DO YOU

?:

So that we can accommodate

GALATEA!

Do

M«I<mU<*h!
laughable Situation*!
Gracpful Dance*]
Klegant Costume*!

chasing

Calcium KffectA!
.

I

Alberti Block,

Holland.

H.

x\

Ward

I.

Block,

Holland.

Tickets can !>e obtained at llreyman'sJewelry
Store or of members of the Hose Company.

50 Cents.

-

in Clothing,

Hats, Caps and Furnishing

Goods, at

£

STRENG & SON.

C. L.

UNDER THE AUSPICES OF

buy

t

stock before pur-

elsewhere.
come in and look over our

not fail to

STERN &

Issues Every Conceivable

1

Insurance* Co.

Form

of Life Insurance.

Endowment Options, Endowment

Life Rates

with Life Options,

WITH LIFE OPTIONS.

Those interestedin Life insurance

own

will consult their

interests1

“But here’s a good square loaf we show
Of home-made bread, as pure as snow:
It’s made by wives and daughters fair
At home, with cleanlinessand care;
This is the “staff of life,”indeed,
And little tots who on it feed
Grow big with health and beauty great,
And learn
Ana
learn 10
to love insieau
instead ui
of uato.
hate.
And papas, too, who share their treaty
! All stop at home
with tempers sweetf

ARE

by investigating the plans of the Mutual Life.

DOMESTIC

CASH ASSETS,
J

CIGARS.

D.

over

KOONTZ,
Special

-

$175,000,000.00.

Agent.

Splendid n Design

MCBRIDE, Local Agent

P- H.

-

Oil Heaters!

5 per cent, 0 per cent, 7 cer cent, and 8 per cent Consuls,

MANUFACTURERS OF

HOME-MADE

SPLENDID BREAD!

YORK

OF NEW

C.O’S.

Reliable Clothiers.

-THE-

The Mutual Life

*

That you can save money on everything you

the ladies with buttons of the same materialas the dress.

jL'harniiiiK

CO., NO.

KNOW?That H. Stem & Co. are hustling, night and

DO YOU

day to convince you that they wish a share

We

HAVANA AND

&

That H. Stern

HOSIERY AND UNDERWEAR.

-IX-

Admission,

^

o

KNOW?

DO YOU

and see our 5c., 10c., and 15c. Leaders.

COMPANY

EAGLE HOSE

*

Special care has been taken in selecting our splendidstock of

Inez Mekusker!

Jirilliant

t

and best assortment of Boys’ and

every-day Pants for

Supporting the Talented I’rlma Donna

-AND

and Overcoats?

Suits

Overalls at 42 cents; well worth 75 ?

COMIC OPERA
-

new Spring

That H. Stern

-

IDEAL

,

KNOW?

In Silk and Cotton.

wednKg, April 5

STERN & GO’S?

dren’s Suits to be found in the city.

Handkerchiefs

Manager.

+1

That H. Stern & Co. are Showing the larg-

are selling at the lowest possible prices.

break the ranks.

L. P. HUSEN, Jeweler.

+

are constantly ar-

That H. Stern & Co. quote the lowest prices

est
Which we

„

New Spring Goods

on all

Embroideries!

^

?
KNOW?

DO YOU KNOW

it is
is I

KNOW?
riving at H.

During the past week we have received a large invoice of

CO

Reliable Clothiers?
That

stock.

every body, how in the world does

to.

DO YOU

are adding daily to our already large and well assorted

STORM

AND—

—

Holland, Mich.

1

Splendb in Operation,

OUR LEADERS
Santiago,

Manana,

g

).

ACKNOWLEDGED
THE BEST

sL

Our “Sunlight” and “Daisy’ Brands

£

CO”

IN

THE WORLD.

Will

make

this kind of bread.

Ask your grocer or Hour dealer for
and do not be put off with

Concerto.

I

West Michigan.

FOR SALE BY

AN EVENT!
grand

CENTS, !H-V'T-

THE CHEAPEST

!

THE WALSH-DE ROD MILLING (To.
Cor. Eighth ami River St*.,

Holland, Mich.

Made.

Holland,

CHOSE & HUBBELL
NO. 16 WITH ROLLER BASE.

MILLINERS
Doors West ol

IS

E. Van der Veen

Millinery Opening

Two

it

inferior brands.

THE BEST

Our Specials.

Strictly Union

OF FLOUR

GHASDVUP>°S-

CENTS.

f

1

J-

r

Mount Vernon.

!

UYTER,

10

La Flor de

MILLINERY

-f"

:

our

Our patrons and the public in general will please take notice that

tlie City Hotel

Mich.

Farm

\ D

Spring Millinery

would respectfully inform the people of
Just received,the finest and most
Holland and vicinity that they are in
complete line of Spring Millinery,
the market with a complete, elegant
and wholly new stock of everything
which
^
in the millinerytrade. Hats and Bonnets of the very latest designs and m
very large assortment.A special matCompletenessof Variety
I offer for sale 33 acres of farmure is our very complete line of Chil— axd
dren’s Hats to which we invite special
Quality of Good*,
attention. We have secured the serviIn this branch occurs on Friday
ing land in the south part of the
ces of a most efficientmilliner direct
Eggs from E. B. Scott’s Plymouth
from one of the large establishmentsof
You will find no superior.
Detroitand guarantee the very latest ' N() if this1 occasionwe shall exhibit j Rocks and Red Caps hatch well and are city (Fifth Ward) at $60 per acre,
and most artistic effects in trimmings.
numbcr 0f acres will he sold Our sale will be conducted on the
We feel sure of satisfying the most fas- the largest and finest assortmentof from good stock Wire netting
tidiousand earnestly solicit your pat- Millinery goods ever exhibited in j)0Uit,.y yards, cheaper and better than
basis of our motto,
ronage, feeling confident that you will this
, TIT_
. lumber fencing. Cheapest and best in ! at this rate and to the one buying
be pleasedwith our work, the very best.
Mso the latest in
,
The Best Goods
and our prices, the very lowest.
J
the market. For particularsand prices the whole a house and barn will
- FOB THE
RespectfullyYours,
Do not fail to call and examine call on or address
Chose & Hubbell.
Least Moneyt.
be thrown in.
our stock.

ANNUAL

SPRING

|

opening

I

THAT
MATCH

FOR SALE.

for
—

i

city.

.

axd

for
|

ACKETS
WRAPS

Geo. K. Hurlbut
PRACTICAL

TAXIDERMIST.

Alb-puiDemocrats Numerou*.

Allegan. March

25.—

The

township Democratic caucus nominated
the following ticket: For supervisor,
A. E. Calkins: clerk, C. N. Born: treasBirds, Animals, Fishes, Etc., urer, C. E. Fairlield: school inspector.
Dr. W. E. Albright;,highway commisMOUNTED TO NATURE.
sioner. D. H. Lemon: justice. J. E. FulFurs Tanned. Rugs made to Order. ler: member board of review. B. Peabody" constables. A. F. Lewis, •<). A.
Horn* Polished and Mounted.
Baker. Frank Cook, Felix Setter. The
Cases Filled.
attendance at the caucus was the largOld SpecimensIG-mounted. est ever known here and the ticket is
SI.ND FOR PRICE LIST.
strong.
Ill \V>*t Pulton
st

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Sold cheap at Souter's.

_

Mrs. M. Bertscli. B.

Allegan

ra

a"ll'WS',CC‘'i'

Lalla E.

B.

SCOTT

HOLLAND, MICH.

-

Ladies, watch for our

A

BARGAIN FOR SOME
PERSON.

EASTER OPENING

-

The
Me Kay clothing

most complete line of ready-made
for fall and winter and at For particulars address or enquire
prices lower than ever at the merchantailoring establishment of BosmanBros.
on Eighth street.
fo
it out thHt in the

TEACHER OF

—of—

uau

Vocal and InstrumentalMusic.
Thor<»i(/hbtntn
j
noroynuu**and Harmony^
Male Voice and Concert 1 raining

^

^

^

clothing store of L. Hendersonyou find
a
I reliable goods at a
very low price? If
Wtr»i Ninth Street. * Holland. NlichI not
not. hrII
call ami
and see..
see.

SPECIALTY.

Next Week.

I

HARM BREMER.
Holland, Mich.

Werkmlan

Sisters

eighth street.

Holland,

-

Mich.

